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WITHDRAW 
To Elementary Teachers 
This Curriculum Guide is in draft format. It is intended to give you some guidance during 
this year of field-testing the new Elementary Science Program. We recognize that it has many 
shortcomings and nothing in it is etched in stone. With your assistance we can design an 
appropriate program and make this Guide a valuable aid for all teachers. 
.-:-:.:-: .. 
. ·:-:<·>>:·> 
The Department of Education and Training has authorized two teac~:~r/stude9(r8~urces -. 
Although the Department will provide only one authorized resource, it jS)f~Q.mnie:nded that 
teachers have both authorized teacher resources (Exp,pf4#ons in:\S¢.i.~6.t~::~Md Innovations 
in Science) available to them, if at all possible. You w~d\\~Bt~ that thgr~\:\M~\\\~\\h.4,mber of sub- .:::?> 
topics for which one or both of the two authorized resoµf.q~:s does no~::Pr6tia~\[~~q~~~:::~overag~.~/~\\/?. 
Since a resource-based approach is recommended, teaqfi~rs are en~.Q~aged to\1~\\:wh*~&;r::::;: :::::t{\~\\\\:>;.· 
appropriate resource is available to them. ? I i ? 
As you use this guide you are expected to make not~::~P,Jlj~[:\gµ~4e itself, both for your own 
purposes and for the purpose of improving the prograr~t:@.id:\Ui~:::gµ~~~:: f~r all teachers. You 
should consider the fallowing questions and make appf opriate:+~pfu)!Q~P.;Q..~tions: 
··:::;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::::: .. 
1. Are the outcomes stated clearly? Are ~~r¢9.*i¢§jij~~ which ~iib-@4.ij§ibe included? Are 
there outcomes not included which y9u{!f.eefsl19~14:[~ij¢.[jA9luded? ::A.;e;.·there more specific 
outcomes which will more clearly .s!Sfihe the ~#,tt~til9f:W.~~¢:::g~µ¢.f.hl ·outcomes? 
::/:::>·· ::;:<?. ·.;<\\\i\HH\\\i\\\i\\::::::::\::::u::::t>;.· 
Are the selected topics apprcmf!~i~? AreJJib-e topic~@tltidgd at a particular grade level 
which should not be inclu:4.¢9!\~/Are th~r¢.!iopics not .~f)cluded which should be included? 
.-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. :::::::::::::·· .. ::::::::::::· 
3. Are the suggested actiyjtj¢~from th¢.~#thorizecl· t&§6urces appropriate? Are there other 
.~ppropriate activ.~:tj~~ .. ~ijich are nqf ii~t~f::(~~\f.bi:ffiere other resources which can 
.-::::::?COhi lement anthsif::::: jefuent the adtiionzecfresources? 
< i ...... ii \. . .. >· .. ·
. ··~l~Hii9:w::jp~Jpis guid@i!l~!m.~~¢tq9re valuable to teachers? 
··:::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::.. ····:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
Throu;~ijf l~~~@~me :~~l~liiibe implemented for getting your feedback. This will 
prol?:~~~}?6@ia8P,~\::@ipµ@ ... writtefr\phrrespondence, teleconferences and/or meetings . 
. .:::::::::::::::::::: ... · ·.;<:\\\U\[!\[i?lHl/\[/U![l\::::-.. 
. .:/i\C::>The new Prim~!j¢ii1¢.iJ~fuy Handbook recommends that Science and Technology be given 
.:)[l\!i!:::::::-·10% of instruction~~Jitq;~?:>This is the equivalent of 30 minutes per day. Please note that the 
./::::::::::!/ total time suggest%ffor each grade level totals approximately 7%. This is because the 
./UH//!\. Technology co~.@rient is not addressed in this document. When the Technology Education 
/::::U\:!H:::!H\. curriculum is m.9.re clearly defined, some of that curriculum will be integrated with the Science 
<U:H::::~\:\!Ui!ii[[\\f'.µrriculurrt:w4it'h will obviously require more instructional time. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·· 
1§@~2i~~ce program defined in this document is based on the science curriculum framework 
··.·.·.·.·.described in Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Science Curriculum. This document will be 
released during the fall of 1996. 
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Pup_ose/Rationale/Philosoplzy_ 
Introduction 
This Elementary Science Curriculum Guide was 
developed under the auspices of the Atlantic 
Provinces Education Foundation (APEF) as one of 
the projects under the common curric~um 
development agreement. All science curricula 
developed under this agreement are guided by the 
science framework described in the Foundation for 
the Atlantic Canada Science Cun-iculum. 
Purpose 
This document is intended to be a practical guide 
to use their experience and professional judgement to 
plan appropriate educational experiences for their 
students and to serve as benchmarks by which each 
student's achievement can be judged~,, 
· .. ·· -.. 
. .... 
Learning Resources . .-~; ,.·~~·-:· -:, .~, 
~ ;»>·''~: .• ·-.~ d link d .th Also foundf:)~.~The Tef!~fi.t~~:=:·::·::~,.,i,~:.·,, e, an e WI 
. ·: . . ··.· ··<·.;:···.· .. :s. )>~<~·>·:>?·_:<:)~ .... 
groups qf'(,mtcomes, ar~~~f.l!J~qations regarding 
·• . • • • ' :;<:(" . Jt~:::::~>';>~ . d appro~e activ1tie,~2:.,,~ ~:.~~~':,;~1: ~~,-~;':;~~·,,, nze ( .~_. .. , 
leari1i~sour~/orati ;,~(j 
Innova/it~tJ.~:fin;~zence. These resolJt~db not 
address,:~pe of the elementary science 
, : ~;.... (::"' ... ·~ ~~,~~,~~·:·:r..:.~·. ~.: ... 
curric-:\l.-4;tH., ... , are suggested as important 
,~M~~·-v' · <··-~?~·:··;;r;.:;;.;;~.t· /.: -~s· 
for teachers in the implementation of the· teach1Wstuden~4w~~-~ -,:_. . .· .. ,.,~:'~· · . ,.is acknowledged that 
\::'' ,f ::..'_£.if' .. ~;o:.-t<_ 
elementary science curriculum. Recogr:rizing that J~nly two ~,;.Z'. .,;:.v,""/:"" ble resources. Since 
teachers have a multitude of time-consuming tasks f.i:~~ -~ .. ~_ased leaCrtfJPhilosophy is espoused, 
to perform, the document is meant to provide , -~ teach~me~ur~-to use other appropriate 
necessary information and some guidelines wiich resourcest~h>Wii contribute to the achievement 
will hopefully make the teacher's job ~~·iit is ef the outeomes: 
~'St:J ,~,., . 
not intended as a detailed prescriptio~:c;:~*'·::·~ <:~-· ctly ~: .. 
what the teacher will teach, when it -~ taugbt,··, 
.;;. ;. :f..(. .:v' ·~ _; 
and how it will be taught. Wit:Wn ·~guidelin~ .';.~ 
suggested by,~tiis support docDQle~:;teachers have 
a great ~:-il.t-bility in il~tf:-ill~:~ help 
. ~- .. ~ .. :· ··:.·· _._-_..... . -:.:.'.· ·:. . ;: .. ;:·~~.· ··~~fB:';;:~ 
children aefit~diie~(OlltComes ·--~the 
curriculum. , ~~~~$B;:j: '., < , -~f .~ "' -" 
. · . . :·:- .;;_.. -~,. 
_, :<-4' ' *£;1_:~.. . · .. 01 ,, :·;~;:2€~,':: ... - ~~ffl 
Specific Cmiiculum Outcb. . . 
··:. .. .•.; •. $._~ .. ~_. ._ .. .• :. -~ .. 
The sp~iii.c curriculum o•~$t8ich are found 
in The.~Teaching Guide sec~~Itf>fthis document 
rep~nt the content of ~urriculum prescribed 
:: . . . ·.~. . 
(ei:"1e provinces. They :are statements of what 
, " 
---~,are expect~ie know and be able to do at 
tk~: ~'1~t~~ed grade level. These 
. ~ . . . 
sia-..en•*- teut the knowledge, skills and 
attitudes which define scientific literacy at the 
elementary level. 
These outcomes are intended to enable teachers 
1 
Instr~onal Strategies 
. 
Ihe-~.section entitled The Learning Environment 
pr-0vides the philosophical basis for instruction. 
Instruction involves the methods and activities 
selected by teachers in the delivery of the curriculum. 
This chapter does not prescribe which instructional 
strategies or methods should be used. Teachers will 
have to use their professional judgement in planning 
which strategies and activities will best help students 
achieve the specified outcomes. The following 
principles should guide the selection of instructional 
strategies and activities: 
• Students must be active participants in their own 
learning. 
• Individuals learn in a variety of ways and at 
different rates. 
• Learning is both an individual and a group 
process. 
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• Learning occurs best when there is variety in 
learning strategies, resources, and locations. 
Assessment 
It would be quite meaningless to set outcomes for 
students to achieve without also planning for 
finding out whether or not, or to what degree, 
students have achieved the outcomes. The section 
on Assessment and Evaluation provides some 
suggestions for gathering evidence of student 
achievement and for using that evidence to 
evaluate and report student progress and to make 
decisions regarding placement. These suggestions 
are not prescriptive and teachers will have to make 
decisions about how best to assess student 
achievement. 
Rationale/Philosophy 
The science curriculum, as defined in 1:•1/ation 
... .-~::-;.~.·- ... ,,. 
for the Atlantic Canada Science Cu ,--~~~,~~~~?~t , is :\ .. 
A·:· ·:·~~<· ~~ 
aimed at enabling students to becoq(~ientific~{· 
• · . .. / · ... l ' .. 
literate. To achieve scientific liter89)? for all . •. · ;" · 
·. . . . , . 
students, seience programs~~~ to: 
• addrS~,>JthT.ee -basic sci~~ of study 
- physica!,~ db, ad. life sci~~~---·=. '·~-'; wts 
• . µ. 1"·.;; . .,..A':f>"""\-'ls ::,;. •:..~ ~ .. ,~~~ ·"-t''7"' 
' "'·": . .,., ""'~7<: 4'~·tt-t· . . ' ·' ... 
. .;-·~ :::-: . ~~, ':. ~ .... ~;¥:.~, . · ..;..... ~ ' ~~ ·~ .. '• 
should be m•to· ..del{e_'lo the c~~ns 
, ... • . , '~-·-" ~p 'N<::.~·~·1"3.,.,~ ~- < ,. ::-,., . ' ·. , . . "-. ·~-.. " ~-.~?;i~;;f?.,., 
among $~i zsc1en~~;~,:+ . ~r 
• exp~tudents to the/~~~,gnitive, 
scelltific and technicaJ.FSta11~~- These include :- .... -~":- :·":·. -;_ ..  ;·: ·~:,:: . 
. ~e processes of scien~~u6b. as predicting and 
~;.-:::~rmulating hypotheseS, higher level skills 
t. ..... ":-:.;·· 
~-· ... ~ ~has critical thinking and evaluating, and 
'.:;~ativ~$lffs such as the use of a 
·}:~a balance. 
• lltitize!8··wide variety of print and non-print 
resources developed in an interesting and 
interactive style. 'Ordinary' materials, 
laboratory equipment, audio and video tapes, 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
Purpose/Rationale/Philosophy 
computer software and video discs should 
provide a substantial part of the student's 
• expenence. 
• exhibit the character of science to·'.~l>e open to 
•. 
inquiry and controve~fY, and ~;of dogmatism; 
promote student ~@lg of how we came 
: ... . 
to know wJ;iat w~i:~~ow we test and 
revi~ thinking11'~~~~~{?~ ,J'· 
• gi'VC,'s'tudents ~~port~~~~~~~e 
i~nt id~of science,~. :~·· 
. .•. . . flt,'-· , .. 
de:vel~·~'depth, through m~d 
challe'8e and success . 
.. ··\· . 
• demellstrate the connections among science, its 
application in technology, and its implications 
/ ~ . 
fer the environment and society. 
• incorporate assessment approaches which are 
aligned philosophically with the instructional 
program and correlated with the intended 
program. 
2 
• 
Children and Science 
The Learner • Children are actively involved in the process of 
constructing meaning of their world so teachers 
The philosophy of an outcomes approach to must foster active inquiry into interrelated 
education is built on a number of premises, one of topics and issues. An inquiry-orj~~ted program 
which maintains that all children can learn. In will provide opportu,Qities forJ e.fuhers to 
keeping with the vision of the Atlantic Provinces observe~ investiga~~~:lw AA~Y~ concepts and 
Science Curriculum, all chilmen, whether they are problerii~ and to l~t~~t~~:>~:::::~d 1 · .·:.:-:-:·:-:::-:·:-;::::::. \ :.: ... : .. :-: ........... ) ;µ). : .\4;1Ssess so uuons. 
gifted or challenged, should be enabled and • Effciff ;ofilid self-dis~iP,liri~ 16.;~ey ingredients iri? 
encouraged to become scientifically literate. m6. l~~ng pr~~. A llf .;6iM11eachers . ;t r 
The science curriculum must be designed and JJi be the nfutl~ation of'~i· Efilf df? \t ti ~gh }}~~}}~~>::::·:·.·· ... ;:<>~::::·· · ··-::{:>>~::<:~m~::::P::§C 
implemented to provide opportunities for all e~~~~~qpS for themselves, arid fQ::SffiVe to 
children to learn, regardless of their varied abilities, atlM~ fil~~ ¢~pectations. A class~C>Om motto of 
needs, and interests. The science curriculum will '..rff6H ;~Hm~r~~Vs' would be appropriate in 
address this wide range of abilities when it is .this regard? · ·.. . , \· 
presented both as a process of inquiry and as . t .l$process df~~~tjjis both cwnulative and 
strategies for investigating and answering questioQ$;·· : ! :mffi!i. ;ptis org~1'fional model requires 
enabling children to understand themselves and ffii ' i:J!H9fl':~9 .t,.~~hers to reflect, from time to 
world in which they live < ? ./ ? ~K6Hffi@..pf&:ess of learning This may lead 
. ( • . 7 ,( ? to a tf&if f ~~mprehension of th~ process as well ;:}~:}}}}~:. :/// ./}} ' ./<~<~<~~}::::: .:((/" as increased ownership on the part f th ::}}}}:::-· .<<<< .:}}? o e 
The elementary teacher 1·s charged AiJ: ? j ; • gpUdren for the responsibility for learning. 
. Wlw. many """·""""""""""" """"""""" 
How Children Learn 
responsibiliti~~\::-Qne of the~p.:;J~~~ 15·. 1J.\s~ng th hll\\d/}f}j{{f\H\l\i!:~~~~~:All individuals differ in their rate of learning 
.. :-::::::;.::;.::n:::::.:.. ~:~~:<::~::~ ....... :J:-:~ e c l : >>~<:>:::::::::::::::::::::-· 
in his/her,~t4¢ti.¢ii¢ ~~plorafidft 'lffi~'~0 Id Th r · and in their style of learning. Teachers must be 
children ~2~j\filf.EIQ~[fij~h Jy mo":·u\~v<~~at~~~}]]\\~~i~~M\0a::-.. ·. · ese acutely aware of these differences so that they ·.::::::::::::::::::f::::;:;:;:;:~f:::.. ...;~~:::~~ .... w..auve, 
creative and eag§i~'!Wfi¢.'foacber m~~f ri.6W;? d~j . th may make any necessary adjustments in their 
children towar~ . tJi~.f!}i!tl6t1of th~~i; ffil,~ ~ .~ methodology in response to individual learning 
.... ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::;.;:::;:;:::;:;., ·.;.,.;.;.; ... pc:> enu d 
as self-direci~ir··iife-lolt<~1"·e:::::::::;::::::::{::::::::::~~~~~::::.. ·-:::::-· nee s . 
.. :.;.;.;.;.- , g ..... ~~r,$.;t::-:·:-:.: .. 
The @.¢t~sful teacher rrl{l 0b@E6ifi1zant of the factq~~: hich may affect Ielii~H;-::g/~~jj:t ht· 
::::::::::::::: .:::::::::- ; e 
d5Y§lppmental stages of ~~~\~:hild, and the various 
J,~lffi~ styles of childr:7p ·~~ed nine to eleven years. 
m~~llt9np~ing poin.~.~::,buld be borne in mind as f ~~figf:§\li/t·") tr·:/:)~~~~n~~~r:: · · .;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:.;.;.;.;:;:;.;.;~· .. P:J ..... P~f .$tudents learn. 
;; Wfj~i~¢.ijtj6lllting, within society as a whole 
. """"""""'"·' . ' 
affects the development of each child's 
knowledge, skills, and values, both personal and 
societal. 
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The nature of the child is another major factor 
which affects learning. The teacher needs to 
understand how children develop intellectually, 
physically, morally and emotionally. The problems 
children face in growing up must be recognized. In 
brief, each child must be dealt with as an individual . 
A study of some of the writings of Jean Piaget 
would enhance and refresh the knowledge base of 
any teacher. Elementary children are generally 
moving from the preoperational stage of 
3 
Children and Science 
development to the concrete operational stage. 
Toward the end of the elementary level some 
students may be exhibiting behaviors normally 
associated with the formal operational thingking. A 
key aspect of this change is the child's 
transformation from one who cannot deal effectively 
with abstract thoughts, to one who begins to think 
more logically, and is beginning to use mental 
images and symbols during the thought process. 
The teacher may also want to review the work of 
Maria Montessori, with regard to motor 
development and learning. Here, a central focus is 
that the learner must interact with objects in his/her 
• 
classroom practice is the theory of multiple 
intelligences developed by Howard Gardner. 
Gardner proposes that children learn using seven 
intelligences, briefly described, as fqij:~ws: 
• Linguistic: the inteii~gence o(:~fds. 
• Logical~mathema.@fl.~tth~t~t~iligence of 
• ~~ilt~~::111 ~iii: ~dtures and ima eSY 
• ~t~~al: the intell1~~&§·~1&1~ Hi. thm Jr 
u,l\r: .. < ,: g <'::·::1:1~11:1~1:.:~ · 
• BifffffYl!§f#~sthetic: the intelligenc.¢.j)flhe whole 
~1·11.l~~f.ds. 
• f.~t.~fjjir~q})plf lfi~j~telligence of social 
·::::::::::::·· ··:::;:::~ :::::::: ::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
environment in order to learn. It would also be understand1ng··:-:-:-:·:·:-:-:-:·:·:-:-:·:-:-:-:-.. 
worthwhile for educators to review age/behaviour :• ·¥ i.f#tgperso~l; l.i. l~)\igence of self-
profiles for the elementary age group. , , '.· • · : :: ilffl~OOf.e· :·? 
Finally, the teacher must organize the class~qprrf .. P.!v&Y:[~#fil.Y~QJ~:~l:QO.ssesses some ability in each of 
to facilitate learning within the various learni.µgii>::-· :<U,i~se irit¢.lJ!~l!§<6ut generally has strength in one 
styles of students. Gagne ( 197 4) refers ~QJJ)'.¢~e :<~[!~~!i:Y~r more @¢~:~:::;:::::-· 
learning styles as domains of learning,.jf.tj l sure ) ·. ? To u:J.~iate this theory into practice, the teacher 
individualization of instruction the t~~b~:; may w:~h\\lr shqµJU]~:hnk the learning outcomes to words, 
to consider G.~mie's five dom~~L .. :l\liti~!:\?. .)\ilililitililitilitil\tl\\{W:\~#.flb.~rs or logic, pictures, music, the body, social 
• lntell~~ijaj\ll~kUls - the .~lj~J.ji Yttl~§l:ij~ prior \[:\l:~l\\lll\\\lllllttlltt:l\t\~\\i\mi~~eraction, and/ or personal experience. While it 
leaniihl I~ m~. ~Wlity td t~@.~ pmqlJiSite d w may not be possible to find ways of including every 
skills ' \ · ·i 11 I! i · > ' . ! ! f i t ,, intelligence when planning instructional activities, 
• Cognitive Stratemes\~/ffie. ability tcfuie.4ffi6Wn you should look for possibilities for involving as 
roblem s01*fh ifrli@@~~ filtd dev;iJ > fi~w many intelligences as possible. ~traterof~ '; n!sszj)I . ''· .. ::' >··· p 
• \',~itl Information -~~~bJ.jj~j@i the child to 
.. Jlf meaningful context)$.~: s~~fi·ng information 
.:+\t\lllM~tor Skills - the abilj:(j)\o learn and work at 
/\::::;:::;:t ~s such as settiqg~:fi~ and manipulating 
: ~iP~~rn~ < :: >> 
\l~\\\\\\Attittiai\if\~ifi@\:fibservation of the learner's 
f ~i~h~ b~i~re, during and after the activity 
Another theoretical model dealing with learning 
styles which might be a very useful guide for 
4 
Constructivism 
The learning of science does not always follow a 
pattern. Children need to be encouraged to 
participate in dialogue with their teachers and peers 
to construct successful solutions to problems. 
These constructions should help the child make 
sense of his/her world, and lead the child to realize 
that the world is full of discovery. Effective 
constructivist learning needs a mechanism for: 
• exposing the ideas of learners, 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
Children and Science 
• introducing cognitive dissonance through 
experience and problem solving, 
• assisting learners to appreciate new 
understandings within their existing cognitive 
science, and earth science ( egs. recognize the effect 
of heat on plant growth, on the evaporation of 
water, and in the weathering process in the 
environment). 
.-:-:-:·:-> . 
. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· 
structures, and The elementary curricwum is ~n~hWhich provides 
• allowing learners to explore the mechanisms of the child wiµi some ~41l~M::Pf::fue history and 
how they learn so they can apply their heuristics nature of.sdihnce artietil~1?'.:ii{;om a Canadian 
to a variety of problems. (LeBlanc, 1994) 
Constructivist teachers stimulate children and 
encourage them to f onnulate contradicting 
hypotheses and make new inquiries. New ideas are appli~~t~P.ij$.::l4.i:liw.itations of scientific knowledge 
constructed when there is interaction between what in ~.~\Pf~fi¢aj:::w@.t14.::wid will begin to differentiate 
bet~~n scie~:g~~Jla::t&hno10 . already exists and what is being learned. This .. ::;:::}::>~:>::>>::>>>:\:: .. gy 
SUggests, there.c,o~e, that acqu1"red knowledge can be · .-::::::::}::>>:\::::.. :·::::.:.::::·::.::::.::":.::::::.::·::.::"·::::·::·.::·::.::·::.::::.::::.::·::.::·::.::·::.::·: .. :"::.:::::.:.<::-· 1' A 1 .·:-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.: 
achieved through interactions. Children need to be t :' i,Sfi~hiifitProce~§~§ ~nd other Skills 
encouraged to develop and test their own ideas 2 ~P f H TJi~Jt~#.Bi4nfQijfhe Atlantic Canada Science 
become constructors rather than receivers ofj ? , C~rri~~Ji! ~~!~~s the importance of a sound 
knowledge. (Gough & Griffiths, 1994) <' ? f knowledj¢ ~f fue major concepts and principles of 
::{~:::::::::::::::?f? .;:)!:::::1:r· scien~~:l\ht also refers to the value of investigating 
./l:lll::lllli~>:" ./:~\lllll:~llllllL th~J~~tfu.aI and built world, solving problems, and 
series of cognitive and technical skills. In order for 
these skills to become meaningful, they must be set 
in the context of real life situations. 
e e ementacy:;:curn · .· · · :uttrmust..prov1 e</{/" 
opportun~@i~fb; ~bi};J;~H~~~~~!~P~ ooJ~ of At the elementary level, how children acquire 
scientiff.¢ 'fuowledge throul jftijtj¢ij!J'b, concrete, scientific information is as important as committing 
ancf. @.ffetlpulative learning e,j~'filih~es. The scientific content to memory. However, it is 
el.¢.W¢..tary child needs to !@.bw facts and concepts important to have an appropriate balance between 
(¢.g; ffit.erdependence aIQQ~~ organisms in an content or knowledge acquisition and process 
~~~#~m). The ~I~~hl~ child will expand development. While the two can be dealt with 
ffll t ; ' tifi( ' ? ? b 1 ( h b. t t separately, it is more appropriate that the science :~~1w •~f~!~:~ :u~~ :bl~:~ use that curriculum involve activities which can be used to 
develop both content and process. The elementary 
vocabulary in a meaningful context. They should 
further understand the interrelationship among the 
three scientific disciplines - life science, physical 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
child should develop a facility with the following 
skills for scientific literacy: 
5 
Children and Science 
Observing - perceiving an object or event using 
the senses. 
Classifying - organizing objects or events 
according to common properties. 
Qua.ntifying - comparing objects or events with 
other objects or events, or with agreed upon 
standards. 
Communicating - describing objects or events in a 
manner that can be interpreted by others. 
Defining operationally - stating in precise terms 
the conditions necessary to identify an object or 
event. 
Interpreting data - getting the mq§t out of data 
without overgeneralizW.g and 'Ylt~bht loss of 
information inherentffij\tbe da.i~:::-· 
Experim~kz.ing - atWl~lli~ produce results by 
delibeiit~F:}~stabli~hifr:<:lerifidifions leadin to ./{? 
P31, iar :bser;!~~h~~ , ! I l!illl lil i!i. ) . : ) . / 
F <·>:-:.;.;.;. z t · .. ;.;.;.:a ts d ·b~:.;.;.;.:-:·:·ur·:·>Uri.kJl·:·:-:-:-:·· b 
They will continue to use these simple processes ;1~[~~ ~:thi~g ::d;l~ti;~r ,pwn Y 
··:::;:::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::; ... 
throughout the elementary grades and will further ·-:::::;::::::::>::}::}::::::::>::::::: .. 
develop the following scientific processes which Th~ ~f Ill 4'hile generally associated with ·:}::~::::::·· . ··::::~:~:}~:::::::::::t>>>>::::::: .. 
were introduced at the primary level: science, must &~\vi~w¢4~~ftqm a holistic point of 
Inf erring - drawing conclusions based indirectly .. ;:::/:Yl¢W~:~~ - science ·i~i~\f.¢.iit~~:(a\he overall school 
on observaiton. ..::/)~!~!!!~j~U!!\\jlffi¢.ij)WA::~d to oili~~j~ pects of life. The 
Predicting - drawing testable conclusions froaj / ' pf,~~i!~~qµ9?J5h.are woven throughout the 
hypotheses or theories. ..:t~!!~~:~r::-· :/¢ 6pe ·.df li!.¢.!l#lj~jijj.:r·educational experiences. 
Controlling variables - deciding what .. :Y~~bles :::::/)~~}::-· Studeq~\~ilf~ontinue to refine the scientific and 
might influence the outcome of a partj~(ti&· .. ::::~::::~~?? techni~:~}\~~kkills such as using equipment, measuring, 
experiment and holding all variabl~~l~6~stant .. +::il:::lll:jl:r an<J .. :µ~irig electronic equipment. 
Problem solvi1{\tl.tsilf-:·::methods often/:}>:::::::::::-· quantitati.~t!:~ta•Gdl~l~s¥e ~6~6h i~ 
gener~!~~fby and used ftj~\!~*@:pg\\9µ~stions about 
th~ ,g~thra1 world. \ .\ \ · ) 
The elementary science curriculum is also concerned 
with the affective development of the child. The 
attitudes which the child develops toward science 
will affect learning experiences and learning 
outcomes. 
Some of the positive attitudes the child should 
I)~ptsion making - using.:Afl appropriate process to 
/tb.00.h a decision which i$\:d~fensible and 
i lf~nally acceptable ? 
111111 ~-I ~::;be introduced to some of 
exhibit are: 
• longing to know and understand the natural 
world. 
the ·morefcoffiplex scientific processes. These 
include the following: 
Formulating hypotheses - proposing tentative 
generalizations and explantations. 
6 
• valuing the importance of questioning. 
• appreciating the patterns and diversity which 
are found in the natural world. 
• respecting the environment, and understanding 
that human activity has global effects. 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
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Children and Science 
• willing to change one's point of view based on 
new scientific experiences and discoveries. 
• showing respect for logical reasoning 
Connections/Implications 
Through exploration and interactions elementary 
children experience the natural and physical world 
.·:-:-:-:-:· . 
.. ::::::::::::::::·· 
::::::::::::::::-· 
.·.·.· ... ·.·.· 
.. 
·::·::·:::·::;·::;·:::··:··:·. ..:-:.;-:-:+:·' .. ::::::::::::-· 
.·.·.·.· ... ·.· 
-:::::::::::::::::::::::·. .·:-:-:-:-:·:-· 
.-:·>:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:·:·:<· .. -::::::::::::·· 
.·. .:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::·· 
.. : :  ~ ~: ~: ~::::.. . . : :  :: :: :  :  :  :: :~: ~: : ::::: ~::::::::::::: ~:::: .. 
. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. :·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
.. ::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~:::· . ··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·. 
............ ·-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
around them and develop an understanding of 
.. :::::::::::::::::·:·· ........................ . 
. ? (• . : : ,• . / ? 
science. The knowledge gained will continue to 
grow as children become more observant and adept 
at manipulating things in their environment. When 
given the opportunity to participate in appropriate 
·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ... 
··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. ·. 
.. ::::::{::><<:l:l::;l:u::::lll::i:ll:::::::::::i:>:~:::: .. 
experiences, they can then expand upon their own -:/}:>:" ... .;<\:::::::l!Hl\l!\/\:!\\j/\\\::::::::::::: .. 
discoveries. ··::::::::::::::t:::::{:::::::::rncn::~:~::::: .. 
. .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. ··:·:-:.:·:·:-:·:-:-:·:-:-:·:·:·:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·>> 
Because science is learned, children need ... t i . , r 
:~~;::;::~;::::;;::::~;~:;,, . 1: 111 !11· .. j? 
preparation on the part of the teacher. Chilc4¢tt .. :/}(::-- \\:\tt:::::t\:\:\\:>:" 
should be provided with a variety of opptjrt@ities .-::/\\:~~}:::-· ./l:l:::/ ........ . 
for playing, questioning, exploring, d~ri1~ri§&atingf ? .i ' 
investigating, and experimenting.~ Pq~'.ti~e ./l[:[:[:::[ll:l!lll::::.. . .. ;.::::::tl:/::>: 
experiences ~Q~b. as these will:¢h¢.bJt~ge the us¢:laf llll\lli[llll\ll::l\lll:::;;j;j;;:\\j\}>:" 
the:ii:~itrlflr~~~ e:!llll ~ ....... \. . ) 
motivated, realiz~pgJA#l.JP.~re are dif:f.~~¢.ij(J¢#¢!s of 
··::~;:;:;:::;: ;:::::::::::::::::;:;:;::::::::::.. ·::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;::·· 
interests and abiliues/frhe:cl~sroom 'should)be a 
i h ..... ::a:r ::r :~::>~:a>~::r:>filifildff::: .. · · ·-::;\(/" d d p ace w e~~JP · epen ent( ..... : ... :.: ..: ..: ..... : .... X) § .. encourage , an 
childre~~t#t(~~ught resp~t::~t~tllW.¢l~ ntribution of 
oth~r~~I·· / 1: : < 1: r 
JijJ?ecoming scientifical~y)iterate, children will 
~tjij;~~ the knowledge, ~~ji~ and attitudes essential 
f.Stil!jf.¢.t:long problent$.Qivi~g and sound decision 
'llll\1111 ii ll . . ( 
···.·.·.·.·.·,',·,·.··· 
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Program Organization 
The Elementary Science Curriculum Guide has been 
designed to reflect the various components of the 
science curriculum as described in the Foundation 
for the Atlantic Canada Science Curriculum. 
Figure 1 illustrates how the various elements are . 
connected and lead to the specific curriculum 
outcomes at each grade level. Following is a brief 
description of each of these elements. More detail 
can be found in the Foundation for the Atlantic 
Canada Science Curriculum. 
The Elementary Science Program 
which must be viewed as comparable to and 
complementary to other creative endeavours such 
as the arts and literature. 
Citizenship - Graduates will be ab!~. to assess 
social, cultural, economic and e~Y.i.ifJ:'nmental 
interdependence in a ~~'ljJ:prJ.d':~f;bal context. 
Science::&n contrj;htji¢.l!l~~!h~~anity important 
kn W ledf\ :@f the bi~, fi ' 'iicliJ ~'liVironment and qf:? 
o ::::::::::~Y .. ~:::::;Y:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::{:?}~:::.. -:::::::::::· 
the behaviours n~:9.¢.~ifio d¢#.¢J.9.P.\9:f(~~ve .-::::/j~~r:::-
f}/: · .. /~}::~·· blerii~~~Y\4tffitifi~i(ffi~ solutions to its $0Cli11 pro ~:}(:: .. :  ............. :: ........ ~~::....... y ~lhjg\~~~j§oe.ial~llp~~>;oblems have t~hrldldg~~:~::it:~ pres ·:::::::::::::}::::~::::\:~::::::::::::.. ">:::::::::;:-:·· 
origins;.~~H§lqgy may provide the tools for 
dealin ·JWftfi~l~titfij(::: .. o.blems, and the instruments .-::::::::~· ··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::m1:::::::::-... 
for ·g~herating/\1#.!l4:itf~ ~ence, crucial new 
Essential Graduation Learnings lp:i:QWl~dge. wiffi~*~·tii.¢¢Pntinuous development 
What constitutes an appropriate education has beer~t~t/\~\~\[\j\~la~\t.teiti:ve use oi:ri¢.w\\[t~&hnologies and the 
defined in terms of essential graduation learniri.g~ : - ~dhiilit·:·~ch ror::ri6~ scientific knowledge, 
which are general statements describing wha+ )' ~i;i§ 1~1~-1@m :~i~ capacity for survival and for 
students should know and be able to do ~Y.J#f" time .. ::f~~[\\~ orking:l~W.!f.tt~ world in which the human 
they graduate from high school. The~~~§~§#itial ./jf\\j~\:j;::::· species..::!~~j[~t peace with itself and its environment. 
graduation learnings cut across all sy:~J~~f"fu.eas, ::/~llll[l~lj( The ~~rice and technology curriculum will 
and all programs or courses shqpld:I design~ ~R !. : :PI.Pf M~ numerous examples of the linkages among 
make it pOS.§~Rffif or studen~:tfil ·.~~h~i~e these :. ·· :. ~i~nce, technology, and society at the local, 
leaming~{=:l~-~i,im~ntary '~~i~~~~:ulum Will ' '? regional, and global levels. 
play a vitaF(qf#:~l~~ij~[~W~~~!.~hieveffi~~J~!~:m~~x.. Scientific and technological habits of mind can 
learnings. .,<{: ::·:·· : . · .,, t . < · :. ·. · : > help people in every walk of life to deal sensibly 
Aesthetic Expi.;.~~~~p··f lt?f4ygtes ~iii·~~fible to with problems that often involve evidence, 
respond wi.{# Jfifridft.m(9,t!IB1l~'lKVari~US forms quantitative considerations, logical arguments, and 
of the qr.i.Ji~;w be able to ~.fJ?{f~~ t6gmselves uncertainty. Without the ability to think critically 
thro1Ji.~ lhe arts. . , q · _: ? and independently, citizens may fa)) victim to 
nft6ugh an emphasis oq·pie i~terdependency of dogmatism and simplistic solutions to complex 
Hi'~tiE things and on the~r:,'.¢bnnections to the issues. In a democratic society it is the citizens ~~~~~4,w environme~y~Ei~nce fosters the kind of who make decisions and who ultimately control 
~#~~lJjl#.t : ~~~p~(j{~f'hature that should inform science and technology. 
d66.i~iij~$'bh' lli.¢il~~s of scientific knowledge and The social and economic future of the provinces, techii3tb~J6~fdevelopments. Without that respect, the region and the world depends on the 
we are in danger of destroying our life-support 
systems. Science and technology will be presented 
in the curriculum as creative human endeavours 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
appropriate use of science and technology to 
manage our resources, develop new economic 
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Figure 1. Relationship among the components of the science curriculum as described in 
the Foundation for the Atlantic Cana.da Science Curriculum. 
10 Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
opportunities, and to sustain our economic 
vitality, which in twn depends on how well we 
educate our youth to utilize science and 
technology in making decisions and solving 
problems. 
Communication - Graduates will be able to use 
The Elementary Science Program 
science curriculum will provide opportunities for 
students to focus and extend their curiosity about 
the natural world and instill in them a desire for 
life-long learning and the refine~rP.~ of their 
learning skills. ..: :/~\:l::r::-· 
.. .... ·. .·:-:.:-:-:-:·· 
Problem Solving - c;lfl!/4.~0:.~!{$./fai11 be able to use 
. .·.·.·.· ... ·.·.· ... ·.·.·.·.·.· .. · ........... · 
the listening, viewing, speaking, reading and the straJ~g(gs andflHf/¢~$.$.~~:;;~eeded to solve a 
writing modes of language(s) as well as wide .vdft~P§:·of probi~jjfj!il~i~~tlftding those :·:·:-:·:-
mathematical and scientific concepts and re uiffh Ian ua .e ~;m•l®land scient? ~ 
symbols to think, learn and communicate co~~~1t:. ~( ~} i t•• 9'i 
effectively. s¢~¢.6,q¢u;iF~pp1y the principl~l(~{ll~ig:~tific 
Since science is a process for producing inqJiey[li~::n.~Jtf:§.plve problems in ~~·iety. These 
knowledge, it is essential that scientists pr~p~~ffi§~:l¢:l~Pft~:{ar too complex for science 
communicate their new-found knowledge in a alorl~· to s~iV.~~!!!!J!ttAW¢v~.~' science can play a 
way that is understandable to the science .... ::::>::U¥"9~ple role byl!Pf9~~!~i!g· factual information, 
community and the public at large. Scientific .-:::tU!:~:::::::~::~:::::~P.t¢.d.'.i¢.~ing the effd8~$.~~ f'l,ossible courses of 
knowledge serves no purpose unless it can be .. :<:/::u:::t::;:::::-:.:.-.... -:-::::'.#~tj!§,#.~l:l 4.:J~~~lp~.ng~~tb" establish relevant causal 
communicated to those to whom it is relevai~uJ\l[}>:" .. :/\)ti~k:~g¢~U!!:ml!i6iogy is the process and product 
The science and technology curriculum ~jJl:l[i\?" .-::::/])>.of hu~~*l!!§k)i}f·~d ingenuity in designing 
emphasize the importance of, and prorl4¢l!:i!i!C .. ::/:::::!?:> creati.y§?~olutions to human needs and problems. 
opportunities for, communicating fq!ii:~~r6:~ing .. /\l\::::::1i:V ~~\ptbcesses of technology center around 
others and for .demonstrating art;µn:4¢t~tandingj$,f !lii!l!i!!\:::\::::::::::::<::P:r6biem solving. Science and technology 
the scientifjf(~§,~p~epts and pg~§~~l.~~~ <!!!!!i:!!!ii!:\l:!!l!!:l!i!l:!!!:!!!:!!:!!~U~:ducation will address the needs of students as 
Personatfi~vi.l~f<:m.ent - Gfdii~~t~ii!will be abii >:tt>:::::::.;... citizens who need to be critical thinkers, 
informed decision makers, and creative problem 
solvers. The curriculum will provide 
opportunities for students to acquire the skills 
suggests th~fpeople de~d4.#5.i.(:~~¢.P other for necessary to live and work in a society which is 
knowlY4.gg and skills and ~i.~¢§~~htive shaped by science and technology. 
effort$.!i~~nerally produce ilj¢.i!:qij,itk.~st and most Technological Competence - Graduates will be 
eff¢#~ve results. While p¢.m;le ~ust understand able to use a variety of technologies, 
q~Wl!!~ientific knowledg¢!!ifuid technological demonstrate an understanding of technological 
~Y¢!~ppients affec.t §.9Ei6ty, they must, at the applications, and apply appropriate 
Rb.i iffi6?:under~ffiria · how the affect them as h l · fi z · bl ":::>~:>>::>>)<:>::::\::>>::>::>~(:}:::" y tee no ogzes or so vzng pro ems. 
iridjyjQ.tj~~{UScientific and technological issues Technological competence includes an 
are r;PidlY ~hanging and developing and understanding of technological processes and 
therefore current information is necessary for a products and an ability to use technological 
thorough understanding of the issues. The products and processes to solve problems in 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 11 
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response to human needs. While technological 
empowerment through technology integration is 
the responsibility of the entire curriculum, the 
science curriculum contributes significantly to 
the development of the knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes essential to students in today's 
technological society. 
Much scientific inquiry relies heavily on 
technological products and processes. It is 
inconceivable that science could proceed without 
them. At the same time scientific inquiry has 
often lead to the development of new 
technological products and processes. 
informed decisions. 
4. communicate an understanding of the major 
concepts and principles of science and related 
technology. _.;:f)\:-
5. understand the in~~rdepenq¢#.Eb of global 
social, economi.¢~;~;1.(t~QIB:~cal systems. 
6. de /fi ate sdigfiijfi@filtitudes and positive 
1 .••• d~~0:.A~fi:!llir~~10~····•·····:•·••·•·•••···· ~·:-:· .. . ve op a Jm:-· ..... g.,.,., ........................... g.,. . . .;.;.;.;.;.;.:-: &oi••lfil??.~.t,{f#~·~ awaren~~~·:~1~11~•9i••·•····· 
::::;.:scierictf and technology "'.-:-:-:-:-;.:-:-:-;.:-:-:-· Sci:;!1 ·1~1~~·••@gd S~b-To:::s 
Th~ element;fy~~~ij,~ prngram is intended to be Vision for Science Education • ~ffit¢r.active p~d!~~hi~h will help children 
The Atlantic provinces' science curriculum is . l~~i~l~ .!he wor~~ fuound them. At this level 
shaped by the vision of enabling and .<:)}::::-· .. h})t~itfiiidfeth~tifre scientific information is as 
encouraging every student to become ... ? <• ·hn~~l~l~@h~itting scientific content to 
scientifically literate within an active ~~ffff~fng .-:::/[!l~~~?: memo~l/"This approach demands the active 
environment, thereby fostering the d]:~~~pfifnent :::(l~ll:~;~::::· partj_¢.}p:~tion of the students. The content of 
of those understandings, skills and /t~ff.iudes .. /~~\[l\l\:l:::ll:l::.. .scl¢rite, separated into the three fields of study -
essential to lifdong learning alid. rtf Ponsible ? Hf~ physical and earth provides the context for citizens~~1~•11111• 1111111••••••••• .• ·•.:.····,··· ····•:•.••••••11••1:111111111 11•11 ii I•·····••.•··••·••••······· ·•········································•·•••·•• :~::s:0~=:~e:i::' ~~~:c;d A~:::mentary 
General C"iitfpi~P'.!iJJJl .. Outc·otp~~[:\\\j\jjjj\j::\\\:\j\\\(>::-. level teachers should capitalize on the child's 
The element ~i~rid6.i~tifticulum cdtitrjijij(~?f~ ary .. :-::::}}}~:>~:)>>>~:>~:>>>>~::::.. ·-::::/:}~~>:::-· natural curiosity and promote an attitude of 
the achiev~m7ttt6flhifg~~l!\::i~f P:~ cutriculum discovery. 
outcom~s.{/As a result of pajtij¢~P*-~i§p)n the The science content at the elementary level elem~ritlt science curriculil i94!h~ will attempts to provide a balance among the life, 
(aJ?ffi'.9~riate to the level): J / \/ physical and earth sciences. Teachers should refer 
./l dfuiderstand the natur.e\[pf science and to pages 36-37 of this document for a summary, 
J · £ ientific knowledg€ ~d the nature of and to the Foundation for the Atlantic Canada 
• • •t~imgJqgy~ ·• /' Science Curriculum for a more complete 
~~··1~1~- jhfil science, technology, the description, of the Topics and Sub-topics which 
... :lfriv1f6hfuent and society are interrelated. comprise the content of the science program. 
3. use scientific knowledge, and cognitive and It should be noted that not all of the topics/sub-
technical skills to investigate the natural topics which are addressed at the elementary level 
world, to solve problems and to make 
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are addressed at every grade level. Furthermore, understanding and appreciation of the vast array 
many of the concepts which are introduced at the of living and non-living forms of matter and the 
elementary level cannot be developed fully at that procedures used to understand, classify and 
level and will reappear again and again to be built distinguish those forms on the basis of structure 
upon, and from this progression a complete and function. This un,gerstandi,tj~M~ be 
understanding of the concepts will be developed. developed only if stu.d~nts haV~?~oncrete 
The goal is that through this type of progressive ex rienCbs with blli.ai') · pe .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::- P:-:::;:;::::: ::::: :::::;:;:::::::::;:·:-! }:lnd objects before 
development students will integrate their learning they ~tiriter expiajifilibrt~filtdabstract /; f · · . . .,'t(/ . ,.,};>"'''t'r:r:t?r;t;''''·· -""'""? o science content mto a system of un1fymg theories .-:::::::::::::" ·-:::::::::::::;:;:;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. .:::::::::: .. 
concepts. ,.\~ .lli~ elem~t~ level: ~~~--: {(f H b~;:::· 
..................... ............ . .... · ........ ~: ... m1g t e intf~(i.~~,tfifb~gh an examin~fitlh'i btiffif ~ariety 
Unifying Concepts in th~·-~~ :~~:reaterials (wood, r~~k~: minerals, 
Seven major unifying concepts are identified in etc;~:: 9Pffi~¥1-~~9f common animals that 
Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Science stfldfnts afe'::~f~jl ·t~~liar with. Progressing 
· · thtou h th ·-:::a·:-··:::::::::::::~t>::::::::::::::::;.. • 
Curriculum. These unifying concepts are change, ,, tlt: :e e gra ~gffi :fepcept will be dealt with 
diversity, energy, equilibrium, matter models j ' W iWJ~fWr~asingl:Y ' lij'gjfe Complex manner. 
' ' .::::;:;:;:::;:;:.-·· · ·E.:;:::;:;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:::;:;:::;:·>>.. :-.:-:::;:·· 
and systems. <: , ~~~1"1::· ff~t~fil', ~~ a ·central concept of the 
Change. Students must understand that ch<W.t~s , Sciert¢1~ ~~9riifying concept helps organize 
occur in several distinct ways_ as stea4y:ef¢6ds, / :' the fac~ O'fthe various science disciplines into 
in a cyclical fashion, irregularly, or ig::I.,:'? / ? pa.tte~,of study. For example, in the physical 
combination of these patterns. / ·f / . sc~rWe area, students will understand that 
A steady trend is a change wffich iibcurs in tb~ j : , ,,$@11Jly moving themselves or other objects 
same directil~~filld can be d:e=/sj\:c~~~~fnit@d)tmi. · 1 ·u\ll~l~\~\~~[~!\~\l~~~~~[\\~[~\~~~~~[~\~f f~uires energy, and in the natural sciences 
.. :::::::;::::::::::::::;:)::·:;:-:·:-:·:-:·:.. · .. : ....... ; ... ; ........ : ... ~;. .. }. . . . s1mp e ·-:::{:{:}}\)}::=.:·· ' 
mathemiiHB!iUi¢afilii>An exJHP.l@'tjf ifil' •t f w w students will probably first understand that they 
change is ~'irid~ildfifilf:s growJiiMiij i i ~~.~ 0 get energy from the food they eat and will be 
development. A' ~-1~¢.~J bbauge is i ~JAii > f able to trace the source of that energy back to the 
.. ·:·::::::;.;:::::::::::::;:;:;:;::;::;::::::::::::::::;:::;:;:;:;.. ·~:;:::::::::::-:·ceo 
changes repeated><o:>v·:::;.e·:::::w··u-::~:m:::::::::·e:::::nibf > . 1·-:::<u-ih·::::.:-" sun . 
. .. ::::::;:;:::" . .l·: .. ·.;.;.,.;.;.;.;.;.;~JY.f::~~ amp e ;:: e 
cyclicals ljfuiges which cie¢1iffi·ffie weather Equilibrium. Equilibrium is the state in which 
patt:gf Nhat define the seilP~lll,iihough they opposing forces or processes balance in a static 
m~¥:pot fully understand tlj~ reiSons for it, or dynamic way. A system in which all 
~~~;~~tary students wil~J~#bw that the changing processes of change appear to have stopped 
qijW~! ~easons is a cycU~M phenomenon. An displays constancy or stability. The child's first 
~ffll~~:g7~~~~,.J~ ~hich appears random at experience with this concept may appear at the 
fif~~·mBatm1~ ~tlf is actually a disguised trend playground where he/she, with a friend, attempts 
or cya& :xHhX.ample of this type of change to find the right balance on the teeter-totter, 
might include the change in the shape of thereby developing an intuitive understanding of 
snowbanks as the wind changes. equilibrium in that situation. Over time, this 
Diversity. Students must develop an type of concrete experience will be 
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supplemented by less obvious, even abstract, 
examples of the concept of equilibrium. 
a system that is more familiar to the observer. 
Systems. A system is a collection of components 
Matter. Matter is anything which has mass and which interact with one another so that the 
can exist ordinarily as a solid, liquid, or gas. overall effect is much greater th~JJlat of the 
Animals and plants are organic matter; minerals individual parts toge14~r. ExagjPi~~ of systems 
and water are inorganic matter. The unifying would be .Political ~y~~¢ffi.~/~~~ ~sportation 
:::~~:~~=- ~5~~ :P 
in nature. ori8,::~&·f the essent.i!f ~6:ffi:H:1Brim::or hi her~(i:~:y::-
:::::::::::::· .. ::::;:;:;:::::·· ·~::;::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... ~.;.;:/:::::=:::::· Students need to become familiar with the of d.;.;.:.;.;lh·nk· .:-:-::lh b·rt r :·:::lbmk?atf:·:·>>f :::-:-:::-· 
or :tf ~\~:::::~ .. l~:e?:~·· e a l l y O::~.:::~{:~;~:~:}~i;~~:::::::::i::8R::·:~~a 
many different kinds of materials through whq!~i~igt~ &PP.:s of its parts and, al(~ijiatively, 
firsthand experience before they can be expected abotlhpMt~~ijP,!J~pns of how they relate to one 
· d th · th I · th · anoth~t<fuitft6.~!ffi6~\vhole. This t e of thinkin to cons1 er eones at exp a1n e1r structure. ..::::}):::-· <<::<:>:<<:>~:>~:>:<\:::... yp g 
The study off ood webs, for example, can start begins fairly::~ ajjcyjij~~~ijj~fpild 's school experience 
with the transfer of matter. An awareness of . rn ~.mt}.'. begin td{~l~~~tit, for example, some 
recycling, both in nature and in human societies, .. ;:/j)~)/!l:i:::::ClllU$~);fi~llbµrrian bod}W~y~iems. Children, and many 
may play a helpful role in the development of .. ::::::/i!~i~l/:~:::::>'."". .. ... :~44.!!$~::1¢~t ~~JJ~ith that inside their own 
thinking about the notion that matter continµ~$~::::::" .. :::/\&cii~~:[:tfi¢.ti.:\lt¢.l:~:ystems which have specific 
to exist even though it changes from on~.:J9rib to .. ::/~iii~~~>· functi~l::~fui:d?that the whole body cannot 
another and moves from one place to .. ~ijffi~~, .. ::::/[:{:::> functi.¢#.i'properly if one of these systems is not 
but that it never simply appears out .9flhb~here .. /::::llllll!l( fu~¢~ig~ing properly. 
and never just. disappears. .-:::\::.. )i\li\i~il?.. /[\~\ll\il\l\l:~\l:\\}::::::::;:::::::::::::tllll\\li\~~/:;.· 
Models. M9.d~J$ .are vehicle$. if6i\~J.gkesting hcii f l{ey Stage Outcomes 
th. ..:::::kr~>1:~:~:d:: .. l ·:<Y<<>>:<:>>>>:\::.l f 1":::<<~~>::::::::::::::·:" to~~!~;~:I~" ~d~:;::a:lf 111,: ~e The Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Science 
allow the idea~l&b&Bbffi~,.more c~rldf@i&~h:'_ > Y ~:::;,it;:~~~e:a:::ea~:~mes 
nature and therer6t~ll\~~§i6.t \it a:~unders~~dJl:l[\pf~m 
the earliest: <€ii~:~;.:~hiidf6h\l~t{ij~iS.tand th·~:~· their 
.. ::::::::::::Y ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
toys ~.¢J)hly representatidij$.~~pff~~ID.Ylife objects, 
and .~¢k role-playing is an;~&~f6~ of 
r~pf¢~:~nting reality by pr~~~hding to be someone 
ot~!i$&fuething else. .-:::n::::~:y· 
.1¢.f~ .. are two m~jgf i~i>es of models - physical 
filia~ie6.tit.g::: ·tuat~H:Ei:~ Ies of h sical models :::{:}}}::}~:>>:<~<:>>::>:<:):::-:.· p . p y 
iribltjq¢(p~@i$fdfawings, devices and prototypes. 
'.','•:-:.:-:::::-:-:-:-:.·.·· 
Conceptual models consist of mathematical 
representations (equations) or of analogies in 
which a system under investigation is likened to 
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Curriculum Outcomes and for the various topics 
and sub-topics. As illustrated in Figure 1, the key 
stage outcomes of each of the content sub-topics 
intersect with one or more of the key stage 
outcomes of the general curriculum outcomes. 
The specific curriculum outcomes for the 
elementary grades are derived from these points of 
intersection. 
An example is provided to show the connections 
among these elements. Starting with a specific 
curriculum outcome from the grade 5 program the 
example will connect with each of the elements 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
mentioned above. This connection is somewhat 
hierarchical in nature with one level being 
subsumed by the level above it. 
The Elementary Science Program 
Sample GCO - Students will use scientific 
knowledge, and cognitive and technical skills to 
investigate the natural world, to solve problems 
and to make informed decisions. .-::::: .. 
,.;:;::::::::::::-· 
Specific Curriculum Outcomes E~ntial Graduatiqfi·f&~rriJ~~~e general, 
Specific Curriculum Outcomes are statements cross-cuniku1ar stafliijfiW.ilhich describe what a 
which identify what students are expected to know studeriilb~ld kno~~~-b~"ibiibo do u n .f :!!:::~:;0;; a~h~e~=~:::f~::~~v:i~;hich ~11t:;:z:@f~~~~::· ~!llll•l•i.~ .• :i~· ;!:· 
outcomes. strdf f~~~ 4@.!~rocesses needeJ@&iJf V~ ~ wide 
Sample SCO -Students will describe the causes variify§}',fif§#~~pzs. including those requiring 
and effects of refraction. la~gflli;'~~ ·l.i!.~ij@(i.cal and scientific concepts. 
Key Stage Outcomes are statements which •• Y~;;~,rg C:~~~llll~ghtral ideas that 
identify what students are expected to know and .. • i ~~~$#,~,t,pte disci{l,~iPt~d provide a framework 
be able to do by the end of grades 3, 6, 9 and 12~ f? {Jf.~~~!~~s~prglfuizing, and connecting 
as a result of their cumulative learning experj~fiE~ . . kno~f~~~~ y• 
in a curriculum area. ../ • ( > Samp1gf The concepts dealt with in this specific 
Sample KSO j • • ) ? curri9@fun outcome could possibly connect with 
(General) - Students will demonstraf.~~~ ability)·· j ~gµhifying concepts models (a model of 
to ask quest~ei+t_relevant to ~h~[lj~gp'.(~j\~ nder stJ.lJ::::ill[ll::\lll:l:[:\:i:::n:::l![lr~riaction which would apply in other situations), 
and sugg:~*t:~ r&.l:lqr:.!'lore pq~~i.8:t~!:arl.$wers to th~:::::::1::::::::u::::::r:~::::::.·systems (a refracting lens as a part of a bigger 
questio~<~\\}:tr::(:[)([U::::>:;.. ·-::::;::~:tt\Hf\?f?\::>:;.. system such as a telescope) or energy (light as a 
(Content) ·_;~!~lf~ l l!!~yesti;~fJ~ll~l4~qf form of energy). 
light. They will .. qk$~t~t:lt¢fl.~r;.,ion J;Jf/J):Q.ifjJf~nt 
ty, es of sur.[4¢'i} fMhlh tilii f idictabl; w/ 
'P . .;){/::·· ' g::\:}~:>~ }~:}~:}}~::::.. ay 
light re[J#,ctsfrom smooth/ifJqt[[~yff.iJ.pes. They 
will qp~k:rve that light refr4¢tf:(!/~~[passes 
th~q'qJh transparent mediqj bf~~~ resulting in 
<4W:t4t!ed images. Stude.!lfJ/~ill know some 
:/~:>?[[/iations o~ rene · ~::(//;. nd ,+i · 
f!PP:.:-:-:-:-:·:-:.:-: 'J J" .qJ~q.n a re1 ractzon. 
!111~1 1~1~1~~~ :utcomes are statements 
whi~fiid2hJC; what students are expected to know 
and be able to do upon completion of study in a 
curriculum area. 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
The previous example is graphically illustrated in 
Figure 2 which is a variation of Figure 1. It 
represents one of the many paths from the 
Essential Graduation Learnings to the Specific 
Curriculum Outcomes. It should be noted that an 
individual Specific Curriculum Outcome may link 
with more than one General Curriculum Outcome 
and more than one Essential Graduation Leaming. 
15 
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Essential Graduation Leaming . 
Graduates will be able to use the strategies and processes needf!I to solve 
a wide variety of problems, including those requiring language, mathematical 
and scienti conce ts. 
• Vision for Science Education 
General Curriculum Outcome 
Studenis will use scientific knowledge, and cognitive and 
technical skills to investigate the natural world, to solve 
problems and to make informed decisions .. 
Key Stage Curriculum Outcome 
Students will demonstrate an ability to ask 
questions relevant to the topic under study and 
suggest one or more possible answers to the questions. 
Specific Curriculum Outcome - Grade 5 
Students will describe the causes and effects of refraction. 
Figure 2. Example of Specific Curriculum Outcome showing relationship to components of science 
curriculum as defined in the Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Science Curriculum. 
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Instructional Strategies learn from peers and teacher through 
The learning environment has implications for interaction with both. Some examples of 
both the teacher and the learner and there are many interactive instruction include brainstorming, 
teaching and learning strategies that are not subject- group projects, interviewing,.-::J~ource-based 
specific. Decision making regarding instructional learning and co-9~rativeJ~ing groups. 
Strat.eoies reqw· ~es teachers to ~ocus on the Resource-based:iafuin6!/;)::::d - · a; cA .l' .u .. ::. ,.;.;:;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;~:-·an co operauve leatffih .:}~:~:>~</::\:::<:~<( • • 
curriculum, the prior experience and knowledge of '- 'fil'.!~! :::lll!l~ltt:~th m a ./( 
the students, student learning styles, and the :::::::::::::P .·:::::::::::::·' ·-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::PL:::::.. ..::::::::::: 
d l taI l l 4/: ~Xperientim:llbnitri :i~l~r centered/ eve opmen eve s of tlle learners. With. specific .;:;:-:::::;:;. ..::::::::::•.. g L:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. . ... ;.;.;.;.;.:::.;: ' 
reference to science, it can be connected to and l iktivity ori8hted and fo2rai&?' 6i~F "' 
integrated with other subject areas through any or all ij·§~!-~~ and ~ot on the ;illEi'.f' ,.process 
·::131::::::::::::::~:::::::::lthl l . . 
of these instructional methods, but the principles of ......... :W.Q~Q .. : ..: ....... ::: .. eannng can be viewed as a 
science should not be compromised through : · :fya@~l~~~ijg pf five phases, all of which 
integration with other subjects. ? are n~2~/:. :g 1@i:' eriencin sharin 
Following are five categories of instructional : ,· :. : ' 1@.alyzing:lm1: ind ap~lying. g, 
strategies with a brief explanation of each one· < ' ·· $.( = f.ft~h~penden!Sffi~y includes the range of 
1. Direct Instruction is highly teacher dir~f¢8 ? . ' !l ll~Rre:~~ategies which are intended to 
consisting of lectures, explicit teaching{~d (' : ? d~~~i~~ pidividual student initiative, self-
demonstrations. It is effective forP:f§,!~~ing ,/ ? r):i,price. self-improvement, and 
information and developing stepj~~~~i~p ski1Wl r )f ¢Sponsibility for his/her own learning. 
2. Indirect Instruction involyes mijGiry. ) . . .: . ,,:,:) Teachers will have to consider student 
inductioni\·problem solv1·0 .. :&~~~~:a:> :· .1.it a1c· :)\:::HH!H::;:::i::::l\i[:\:?:llli\//:" maturity and independence in determining 
.. ::::::::::::::~:: .. -:::::::.. ..::::::::::P.~:::::}h!':~§.lOn m 1~8::::::::;::::;:;:::::::;:::::;:::::::::::·· and-::d!BVe<:::·;~: .. It 1·s m·:f~:~l!J?\?::t::::?d:::·:r~. ed<:::::\}}\)~::::;::::::-:.· the appropriate use of independent stud 
··::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::11::::::::::.. ~#~\~}~~l::)#t~f:f enter Y 
and is:;lis&ficf(::~herat ii::::::: :::::::=:::::::~:??:::::::y:::::-: d I strategies at the elementary level . 
. ; ... :.:-.... :.:-.. : ... :.:8 ·:-:-: ... ;.: ... : .. ea ergmJY~:-:~· ..... so ve 
problem~~::\11{¢.jl:t¢.lh¢r. acts ~~~~iif::rliiit~t&t ..  
··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. ·. ·· :::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::··~ 
supporter ~d~ifes.butceU~.rson h. :.::•1; ·::-:::/i~;::::::.· Lesson Planning 
.... :}'.;{:}:::;:;:;:::;:::::;:::;:;:;:::::;:;'.;:;}'.;:;:J~Jfr:;:;.. , W l ·tJf.Ie 
studentJs:::hi hi · · ·ui~tl'.:::~&f ( ·::::::-.. b · ·-:::-· 
.·:-:.;.:.;.... g Y .. 9.)\ .. : ..... J~t~t .  serving, 
iqy~igating, inferriri~ !~ri{l!itibn from data 
j'~#f orming hypothe89~! ' ? 
::etil:\:~nteractive Instruct~tjfi relies heavily on 
) ,· :!~iscussion and sh~~ among participants. 
/:::t::i::IH::F.~r the teacher..ittffitolves management and 
:l/f! 11m~~PRU~~:~kii1s to set up the different 
The most important aspect of the science 
curriculum is what happens in the classroom or 
other learning environment. The daily activities 
which the teacher plans is the means by which the 
'intended' curriculum (defined by the specific 
curriculum outcomes) is translated into the 
·::::~:!i\~~l ~Yf~~g8f\f1iich may involve small groups to 
whole class situations. The teacher must 
observe the students in action and have good 
record keeping methods. The students will 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
'actual' curriculum. 
The descriptions of the various instructional 
strategies above provide a framework around 
which the teacher plans the day-to-day activities 
of the science curriculum. The daily activities 
17 
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arranged by the teacher will reflect the specific 
outcomes which define the science curriculum and 
will contribute to the achievement of the more 
general cross-curricular outcomes of education. 
Gough and Griffiths (1994) suggest the following 
guidelines for lesson planning: 
• a statement of purpose and a listing of the main 
concepts to be taught and skills to be developed; 
• a motivating beginning, focussing on the lesson 
and giving its main purpose and an overview of 
what the lesson will be about; 
• some way to fmd out the entry level of the 
students, what they now know about the concept 
individual learning styles, and different 
developmental levels of the children. 
Curriculum Integration .. :{/}:.· 
At the primary, and::~ rhap~.Jq~:~~~i~sser degree at 
the elem~q~ leve~/~,l~h~J;##b~e common to 
or ani . :)dre.::currictiiUM::l dtifidJhematic units. .. g lt k:}::::·"' "::::>>:/:}~:}~:}~:}}~::::::.. • .. :/:} 
The ·\ffieinatic uni ts::are}ilitend&tto ull their .;://:::-· ~? th tf . ijW i t t d tithe COI1J¢.J)t from ~.::V$10US SU a~ ... J!!~~~AA. .... -:::9:~ ... )· 
cro~lwR~2#§kms to integi~t~!l~~-Wl~ge 
intri~/#.9.riEW.aI framework. While::ffiany of 
the~::l}i~ffi~fi.b.liinits focus on science-related 
·:·<{/(::::··:::;:~f~:t~:<gill::~~::'.~:'.~er s ace etc.) the nature of top~~ an ~;.; ....  ~:.:W-: ... ;. ..... -: .. -:-:.. , P , 
under consideration, what skills they already th~::-~cience th~t!\!i§.::afull:ni::connection with the unit 
have or may need to develop; .. (• i~hftb 'read abdfitt llf6nnation gathering 
• a tentative sequence of instructional events, : fflll ·l~JnvestiJfif ~ or inquiry oriented. 
including the teaching strategies to be use<J..d ? YJH~\~itffl~ h9f·i~tivity may be interesting and 
questions to be asked and anticipated st~q~ht ./ ~nter!iliij~fti"!f.¢Pfue students, they are often of 
questions, student participation, ac~.X~~~~~:~ etc.; .. ::~~:~::u~:::> little v~l~~<·~· developing the scientific concepts 
• a listing of materials needed, audiq~@illi / ? and $kifis required for scientific literacy. 
resources, etc.; ./!:\\:\\\~\\:>:· ::/\\\\\\\\\:\\\:[.. ..::::St ibnce is abstract for children and must be seen 
• a plan forMsessing chilcir,ffi]§pfl~ess tow~" :: :. - ~ ~art of their world in order to be understood 
expec;ted:ritifuomes; . ' f f • f f and remembered Integration with other subjects 
• a cl~I~~ l.f m~ ~§$On, ~ifi I B WY of w~= • . can be used whe~ there is an overlap of skills and 
has bee~ ·M·I . \.. \ ~ > ooncepts. Curriculum integration refers to the 
• a discussion tjf :qp¢.$t.~§fi.$JJlat stilrt:~IDruP.f" process of curriculum planning that educators 
.£ .;iFfifrffigf [~Ei<~~tdfifuon · ·-::::\[{::::" avenues ... .. O: . .. ........... P ....................... : .......... ' engage in to facilitate learning. It involves 
• a forrti~fi~e check of m~J~~ij~ \yjth space for combining disciplines or eliminating the no~'~n what went weitijritJ·Whli~ you might boundaries between disciplines and making 
• ifii~rove next time; j i ? connections among disciplines. Carefully 
{~ I d, for future refere~S'J'. a note or two on oonceived, curriculum integration seeks to make 
. l ;!Ilticipated outsgffe~~ that have evolved instruction confonn as closely as possible to the 
ar ~rig the 1eamihi experience. (p. 198) natural processes of thought and learning, and to 
I I ii ! i ? . assist learners in making sense of the experience. 
Wlthirilhe·Se guidelines there is sufficient The curriculum becomes more relevant and less 
flexibility to allow for a variety of teaching fragmented when there are opportunities for 
strategies which take into account what students students to see the connections among the subject 
already know about a topic, what is to be learned, 
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• 
areas and these connections can be made without 
losing the integrity of the science curriculum. 
The basic assumption underlying the integrative 
approach is that knowledge is not rigidly 
compartmentalized, but that given any object, 
process, person, event, etc. one may focus attention 
on its social implications, its scientific aspects, its 
economic connotations, its historical context, its 
aesthetic component, its personal significance, and 
so on. Integration provides opportunities for 
children to explore relationships and make 
connections among various areas of knowledge, to 
interact, explore, and to discuss without fear of 
The Learning Environment 
Technology Integration 
Technology integration refers to the use of 
technology (primarily computer based) by 
teachers and students. Its primaT).\ pµrpose is to 
facilitate teaching and.J¢,~ing~t~T&hnology can 
be used by. the stud~~!~l!l~~:@I~ of information 
(egs., ct);ROMs, a~t.iB.~i~~networks), as a tool .. ( / rt drawm 'fd~fil: t ffi>==ruid nntin .Jf egs~:~:::w.iung, ... ;.;.;.~ <:.;:;.;.;.:;m.;-:-:·:-:S :::;.;.:-:-. P g .. ;:::::::-· 
::>>>. :: ·:<~t6~ an ":::::6tl~ffim~::/:::b:of leattiHi documents), as a . .ttl ~ ... : ........... ~...................... .. ... g <e~!l! wr~~tf :Alded 1nstruca!:llll'=):~d as 
reirif6.f.C.emaii. .. or enrichment ( egs. "simulations, 
tutori~~~.!lmJ@.iU..and practice software). The 
te . -~J;:··~l~\ul\ilhnology for classroom ~~· ··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
going outside fixed subject area boundaries. m~agement '(eg~~lt~f#pfilg attendance, 
In planning for meaningful integration through ... :{/(~:\\\~\~lh.iij~ement r~af.ij~~lll (f~ ~nerating reports). It 
thematic units, teachers need to ensure that the to~jg: ~ ~~!fti.~ ~t to b~#i i~ mind that technology is 
or theme is relevant to the curriculum and to ~9(\:ll~~y::::"· .:::#i~~f.~j,J~j~~ j~l~t~t:~~gg/Jearning aid and is not 
students, and emphasizes important science ::/~~::??. ..::~~~i:::?inten-~i~all~~j~:\¥~-placement for the teacher, for 
concepts and skills which are not only rs~~~~~ lo, but ;··· ? the prJ,g;;;, or for print resources. 
important to, the topic. In planning tq~w:lfflefuatic .;:/[~:l!ll:?: T~~ology is not subject specific although its 
units teachers should ask themselv~ filWfonowiry,~ t µ~ ffi~y be somewhat different from one subject 
questions: .( . .< ·. \ .... :f : . : :· td ~other or from one problem to another. Using 
• What..w.;imffim~ concep~·~~ ~:\YIM studentS tQ ! ? > technology can have an integrating influence on 
leani~k · :::!ll!l:I : : ij : \.. ' !l!!!l!I llll!lllllJl:.'l::\. student's knowledge and skill and can help 
• Why shoiild. l~fW~ ~f~ the8¢, ·~~~f>Are students make connections among different 
they intellect~filjy[)i.p~/in4 .. impori3t1!t~HP~lhey subject areas. 
foster cr:itj¢fil iffid 1¢~ij#~ lli.inJdng? ' f At the elementary level students will have been 
• Wh~J~fucing experiiij¢.§~!QJij~lp develop introduced to basic computer technology and 
th ?f conce tual unde~ffiij' ~? should understand that technology can enable 
.. ::):r~ p :>~:> "\:}:::g 
~/~}Vhat skills and strategj¢~ arii I helping to 
j . 4¢velop? .J f 
~ ··iifu, I setting up apJ~ffi~e that encourages 
: i!~~l~~~:oog,5~gi¢¢1 
\lf!{A#.(J[~py(tj#.g~~iri place alternative evaluation 
·-:-:::Bi&&aili~~? 
• What student attitudes am I fostering? 
(Invitations, pp. 278-279) 
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them to do many tasks more quickly and easily. 
By the end of the elementary level students should 
be able to: 
• identify the basic parts of a microcomputer 
system and briefly explain their functions. 
• successfully complete the basic 
microcomputer operations ( egs. tum on/off, 
select and load programs, read and follow 
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program instructions). 
• use all letters, numbers and symbols on the 
keyboard. 
• demonstrate an awareness of the basic 
capabilities of a word processing program by 
using it to edit and revise their own 
compositions. 
• demonstrate an awareness of the basic 
capabilities of database, graphics, and 
telecommunications software and interface 
technology. 
• Are ancillary or related materials available for 
use with the program? 
• Can the dealer or distributor recommend 
another teacher who has used .ID~. program? 
.·:-:-:.:.;.;.:-· 
,}\.. ..)~~j[j~~~1~[::>::-· 
.::::::::::::::-. . ............ · 
Field Eiberien~lil\\Jl\J\1 •••••ii••••••••········ 
An lil~i wru~n=: .• ~I~~~ outside m.r:: t .;:;~:;::-· ty .. /::::::::::· .. :~:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::... ..::::::;:;:: 
.::::;::::> ' ./::1·:::" sifie(f:as::a]iei(f:ex erieriCes. cl~room can ~-:C. as ...... :.; .... -: ..................... :.; ....... :-.. P ...................... . 111€1~ eQ~t$~ can rangefiJtti.ji{iij~¢1.~~it to 
·::::::::::::::::::::::::!?::;:;.:.;:;::::::::·· ·-::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;::·:" 
the ·:sshoott:~ard to an extended visift(f:~fnatural ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::: .. ir·-:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::t>:f:\>\ .. isit to a manufacturing facility. 
(p. 40) 
env .-:?~fill:}::B:~:~~:f:::: .. 
There is an incredible amount of software R~g~dless::&,(JP.¢a®:~!.~on, such experiences must 
available to teachers and students and more and Rr£~efully ~mlil~must be an integral part 
more are being developed. In deciding whether or ... ::/:/U!H!B.t:d.ied~.structioriat:!P.r~:ss. 
not a particular piece of software is appropriate, -~fits of n¢id ~xperiences include: 
teachers should first consider the outcomes whl,5~ ) . . ~ ~~l~I? m w~~erials, organisms, etc. that 
define the science program and attempt to d~~~ffuine .//ii/< c~Bt~~l)))ljf ~ught into the classroom. 
if the software can contribute to the achit!~Wbnt of ) • oppp;~ity to study plants, animals, and 
these outcomes. The first step is to p~gyf:~~/fue .;::t::l::~?::· ~ehnology in natural settings. 
program before buying or using it. i,*89bson anqJ .· · \ d 'dPportunity to study problems related to 
Bergman ( 1987) suggest some.qbestlbhs which • • .; ? science and technology in their natural 
teachers .~~g~~~··~i... ··••••••••••1!!•11••1•11••:······•1·•···••••····· ·••:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••·•···•·•••········· settings. 
• How"\vqij~gjp~~:W;pgram 'fi(!~P~R!lP.}'2:>~:::::-:.. • personal contact with people in their 
• :~::~~lli~i~ge;: · ! ii 11 !I > . • :c;~:~:::s~~::::~n~hich the 
• Woul~Jtfl::of:ffitfp(~-1~18X~de opportunities applications of science can be studied. 
tha~ ff)tltct not be othe,~~8~t~I7P through the 
usS,\j6f "hands-on" activ~tie~)Wjtli concrete 
.
. :.::.~:m/f fuerials? )/;{ ":::::::::::-· 
. :::::;:::: j~ ·lthe program easy tg)j~? 
:~~:~jl~ l))j~  the accomp<l9Yi~~· teacher guides "user-
j •••m~ru;y~:+ r ::~:::~~\J~)~1[/::::::::::::::t:::::::::::::F8t the program and the level of ··::\~:ft1Jtft88P:::f:P 
'"d1tf"t@iiy.of the text suitable for the intended 
audience? 
• Can the youngsters use the program 
independently? 
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Appendix A contains some detailed suggestions 
for planning and conducting field experiences . 
Management 
Administrator's Role 
As educational leaders, administrators are 
responsible for providing leadership, setting 
direction for the school, and promoting school 
achievements. The administration of the school 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
should also be the curriculum leaders in that they 
must ensure that the teaching/learning environment 
fosters the development of the knowledge, skills and 
attitudes required for scientific literacy. The 
effective administrator: 
• has a good understanding of elementary school 
educational theory and practice. 
• keeps abre~t of the developmental needs and 
learning needs of elementary school children. 
• creates and maintains a favourable climate for 
learning and teaching. 
The Learning Environment 
anywhere. 
Since there is considerable variation among 
school and classroom situations there are no 
obvious answers to the problems ~~ciated with 
the equipment and ma~~pals n~'ifr or science 
ac~~~-~ and nidl~~i~:::;e elementary .·•·•·.·. 
sciencel~umculum are\f6.bffie1nbst part simple:\/' 
and ~i1 obtaina6~ bu~··i!ijh@J :~linno~ assufil~ tha~l~:r~~~~ •• ~i~~lable s~:J&,lll' F 
sch®.J?T.¢.ij¢lj¢rs will need to be diligerlf in 
·::} :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . . . 
• possesses leadership and management skills; is acquirjijgi~W¢:l:4r&:~.ssary matenals either through 
flexible, yet prepared to take responsibility and coJ!¢¢ti8ri§\\j§~j!j$,!,ij4.~9.J~ or through local purchases 
exercise authority. o~::p~chase~:::r~W.~:jl~¢P¢~ .. supply companies. 
• keeps abreast of new developments in .-::::::/)\\iUl\lj[jlffl.\\$.o.me schciH~lt~l i)ljtri6t be feasible for every 
• :::~~~~~::l~:~~~:.:hnology: .•• :••••·•·.················•••••••••••.••·••••••···:,111i•.;~;1·~~ :::;~te;:; =~ 
implementation. ./)iii>.. ..)(~/is accotjffl.~¥@~too will be a school decision. It is 
• has a good understanding of the elern¢.P.tffey .. <:/~?::-- critica~Jj~~:~:~~r, that one teacher (possibly two 
science curriculum. ./:::\lll!l1t::i:::::::ur .. :::::::;:j:;::r· teacl}~f~) be responsible for the organization (ie., 
• is receptive to and encourages fi~l~trips and. [ a.sgijl~ition, storage, borrowing/return, 
activities.Jp~t take place qµ{$.~g¢[\:ili:~ schooI. /[lll\lll\l\lll\l\l\j[j\j[\[[f~~~U:l:\[:\lt~Pienishment) of materials in the central storage. 
• ens~~lt !l!i4~uate bu4il!l~~~!J.~¢::.PurchaJ\i6.~llt:l!lll1l[:[\:\\:\l}Y:::::-· If teachers have their own supply of materials in 
their classroom, they should consider organizing 
the materials by topic or unit. Materials for a 
topic or unit could be stored in a tray or box. This 
arrangement allows easy monitoring of available 
with m~¢#fil~ to stimulal~ •i§!g .fil!q~s. Among materials and will alert the teacher to shortages of 
the~4plterials should be ~jj\~d~@lit~ supply of particular items. 
m~Wtihls for science teach~tjg: ~d learning. At the 
eJ¢fu¢htary level most sci¢~& activities can be done 
~:lffi&.l\¢.J.assroom. How¢.Y6;, where facilities exist, 
§.fu4.¢tj! •~!!qµJ4· P¢ OOfrbctuced to the laboratory as a 
l&itibrii!i§:~~~u:~'.~:::~ fia~H:::::-· desi ed for science ··:·:·:-:·:-:-:-:-:-:·>:·: -:-: ·:-:.:···· y g:ri 
. '.'-:::::;:::~::::::::::::::~:::::::::::·:-·.· . . . . 
1nvesugauons. An important point to keep m mmd, 
and to instill in students, is that science can talce 
place in a whole variety of settings - the classroom, 
a laboratory, outdoors, at home - in effect, just about 
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Centres 
The practice of setting up learning centres or 
activity centres is common in primary and 
elementary classrooms. The use of a science 
centre is recommended as a way for students to go 
beyond what is done in the curriculum to explore 
additional topics, to explore topics to greater 
depth, or to reinforce skills already introduced. 
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The centre will encourage students to be actively 
involved in learning science and will provide 
opportunities for them to demonstrate their interest 
in science. The science centre can be a valuable and 
enjoyable learning experience. 
The science centre should include a variety of 
appropriate materials - concrete materials for hands-
on activities, print materials, and audiovisual 
materials. If activities are a part of the centre there 
should be clear instructions for carrying out the 
activity. In addition, there should be some means 
for children to check their work and assess their 
achievement. 
4. Do the children have an opportunity to report 
the results of their investigations and projects 
to their class? 
5. Do you ask some divergent q~tions (that is, 
questions to whiclryou do pp~!ifuow the 
answ~r, questio~\~ffi~tJ!l~~(l~ad children to 
col!fil~~tand d~J§#~:lii,.~r implications of 
th~\ili~~ce that ilib<)\if ~ii~fila:: .in ? :::::::::: 
6. JI' ou considbf ~:~~ld~~.&I~· ~~to < f 
h¥fl~:j!Dµg to some other child for his or 
... ::ff >:::::<:::::>:::::::::;::}\:::::::+h :\::::·. 
7 ~< ~ r:~·~filjdf bi,trv to derive meanin 
.. .;.;.;::::::::::::::::.;.. y ·~:::::::<:>:<::::<:>:{:~S/ g 
Improving Science Teaching .. -:::<:H!i/HH!?H:/¥.9.~ the acti\1µ~Jp?which they engage? 
Jacobson and Bergman (1987) suggest that eve1tt~:::~ij\ji:i::::nn:H:\~~lj:jl::1i:E\jy9µ have g¢P¢t~lized goals, ... , toward 
the best teachers can improve their teaching anq{!\:::::~:y::::-· .:::::l~l/>~:::iwhtl.\:ygµJ:!jt¢Ei your work with children in 
offer some questions which teachers can use.J~§\::~·· .</[:r:::-· ;Ji¢.#l~llllllllll\\\}>;.· 
form of self-evaluation. :•t· .",? ,, }? 9. Dq.t.6iih~ve specific (outcomes) for the 
1. Do all children in your class have,ft~h6ht / , / ~~~rice activities that you undertake? 
opportunities to handle and maaj~iji~le scie~£i t. }Q{ DO you make a systematic attempt to 
·a1 . d . ? .. }>:.. }})? >>>>>:<:}:::::::::::::{:}~:}~{" • th hi h th h.ldr 
maten ~Am. equipment ... ::)~~?:/\:;..))/ i///:~)~:/:/:~>:>>>>::::·· ascertain e extent tow c e c 1 en 
2. Are theilbhltdien asked·t<ll\mffiri6.:l§ome orth@:l:\:::\:;:i:l:\:[:\\[:[\[j/::>:::::" achieve these (outcomes)? 
re cifl£1Ht1~jj 6Jkthe dis.;rlblb.fi:!~:l>?~~:llection . ... . . . . 11. Do you keep some kind of record of each 
child's achievement and growth in science? 
12. Are some of the children's science activities 
3. ave ygµpc· '1 en::: ... : ..... :.: ..A~tQppprtun1ty"to gain undertaken as a result of questions that they 
so~~::¢*Perience with:::l¢.b:::§f~lilj~}following have raised? 
~~fiak· of approaches to ·:ljg~l[l}:6:~ing? 13. Are children sometimes led to consider the 
::::::\\8111\ff~boratory activities )llll:j/ ":::;:::" methods and processes that they have used to 
) ' 8! individual or smalkif6up investigations deal with a question or problem? 
)lllllll:jj\\\~l~lll[\l¢poperative iny~~~g:~tions 14. Are children sometimes asked to use what 
- reading to obtain needed information 
- use of community resources such as museums 
and nature centers 
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they have learned in science to try to "think 
through" what may happen when they try an 
experiment? 
15. Are children helped to learn how to locate and 
evaluate sources of information? 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
16. Do you systematically review some of the new 
science materials for children that are becoming 
available? 
17. Do you read articles and books on science, view 
science programs on television, and take 
advantage of other opportunities to become 
better informed in science? 
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Assessment and Evaluation 
Introduction 
The terms "assessment" and "evaluation" are often 
used interchangeably. However, they are not 
achieved. It is completed at the end of a particular 
instructional unit. 
exactly the same. "Assessment" refers to the 
process of collecting and gathering information 
Assessment and evaluation must reflect the 
about student performance as it relates to the 
achievement of curriculum outcomes. "Evaluation" 
refers to the systematic process of analyzing and 
specific curriculum outcomes and mµs_i therefore 
address achievement in the three d&fi~hlns of 
learning - cQgni tive, at"f.8.i~ aj'ia:·~~ychomotor. 
Asse~,~!~v~:,11111 1~hR~ques .... :::•:i:•::·•· 
The techhi ues and/Sfrate · es::rmtaS.SESsmentari(f .. interpreting information gathered through the al JU\. q . J? .ed gi th ••(:} :• 1 :rtt:••tr• 
process of assessment. Its purpose is to make ev ~ifilfh~::::~ ~~van as e appt~~~:~:>~;t®[J~;r:=: .. 
judgements and decisions about student learning. teachi~!~l ~li~fi?..ing. Routman (1994Y:and Gough 
Assessment provides the data. Evaluation brings and Gri.ffi.W~:!(~~~4J:.Provide lots of useful 
meaning to that data. Evaluation must be seen infoQ#ifi~~·~~~~pt (evaluation) techniques 
primarily as a means to enhance learning rather an.9 Pf actices. FB).!tjWOOk.·Mi; some brief notes on 
than as a fililal J
·udgement on how students have .·:-::::}~:>~:}~<:>~::::.. :::{:}}~:}h~:}}}}::=.. th · inti · 
. .;-::/~~/j~ffi~rQ.Qm~on apprQ~9 .. J~$.:lO ga enng ormauon 
achieved. .. : ··:i•• ::: 6~1-~l~liR?rm7i? 
Assessment and evaluation are integral P~jjpt:.. .:/~)l[i~t= ··::::\)!~\l\lil\~\ll:lliilli:\jljlj\:[:l:l:ll\i\i~i[i[![[)/~/ 
the teaching/learning process. Assessment.ri)tist .:::::j\!'1omew:qf~~[li~[~)!~{>:>· 
reflect the intended outcomes, must be 9~~Q~g. .. Homew9jli~ an effective way to involve parents in 
and must take place in authentic cont~~l$,~~~/\Vw1e .. )~::::::::::::.. their ~b.~Jd 's learning and to ensure that students are 
evaluation has usually been the ~~sp&,tj$fi>ility of.:t.~¢.!~:t:t::>:-.. .~M'1~ .. involved in their own learning. Homework 
teacher, stu4.~P~Jnust becOil!P:!~ l9!~fd in the :~lili:ililili:ilili:ilili:ilililil:lilili~~fbe used for completion of unfmished in-school 
evaluatio~i~§rllm¢.~l(g}Vll leaffiiP.g~ljltl~J)ley m~~FJ~}~(~\~~}:==:~ork or as an extension of classroom activities. 
be active">:::filtitf/filili\in .. their ~:Wfi)\i~ljffi~:: ..  ~::: .. Self- Com letion of homework can be used as an 
evaluatio: wililffiffii~ffifinto ~6M&··ihir. hdent P " :=:<:>~:/>~:>>~:>~:}\:... ·=:<:>>}~:>~:>:::- indicator of the student's interest in and attitude 
learners. It is crji.i¢MFW.¢.f.¢(qr¢~ .. that ariy)j¢.y~luation toward science. 
plan incluq~/~tiia~6ht~1r~¢.~ltjiijP.Jt.as o~~?~f its 
main ~g,~~ents. ····••• •••i•••1•••1•••1•:•••••1••·•••1•••···•·•·••••••· 
Ey~l,µation may take diff~t¢riff.6rins depending 
01v~J.~lpurpose. Evaluatio~::jitky be formative in 
aj#.t:!j~l:~s used during thejflbctional process to 
.::::::::::::::::::r :::::.. ..::::::::::::=· 
@gij)tqtprogress an.QJq::lnake necessary 
~~j~~!~*mmm§@ii!tional strategies. Diagnostic 
e~Mij~~~~··'iijllid~~tiry individual problems and 
····.·.·· ·· 
suggest appropriate corrective action. Summative 
evaluation is intended to report the degree to which 
the intended curriculum outcomes have been 
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Journals 
Journals are especially useful for students to express 
their feelings or attitudes toward a particular topic or 
issue. These writings are useful for the evaluation 
of the attitudes and values in the affective domain. 
At the elementary level it is not essential that the 
students' journals be shared with the teacher. As 
students get older they may wish to keep their 
journals private. 
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Teacher Observation • Consider focussing your observations on 
Teacher observation is probably the most underrated cognitive, affective, and psychomotor progress 
means of assessing student achievement. While that you observe. Your notebook could take the 
many observations are subjective they are still valid form of a daily chart that has a c9~HPIB for each. 
because of the teacher's knowledge of the Such a chart will help~~you keepJrack of your 
individuals, the environment in which the learning observa~ens. /'·i 1:::1: :. i 
::;~ :;s:::: t~ ~a~~:~:b:::i::s o7 • ~~il~~\:e~··i~h:: ~~~~are j 
information teachers may select from a variety of oili :'You ma ~~ff~ ~J t ~~·ffi~~the !ou& ? 
common techniques for recording observations or !atld,If so artl;end ofg~ihw~· ·iuilhave 
may devise their own method. The common a f 41~mJ~$j~f ~ussion of your ~6-~d6~s and 
recording systems include checklists, rating scales the~~-~1~~~· 
and anecdotal records. • R~yie\\/yqijf j~ij~qp~_al records in detail when you 
Checklists are useful for the assessment of the ~hie to th~ 2@§f ~~µing unit. This will 
scientific process skills (classifying, inferring, etc.) , I*=§!~ you to ii~~ffi~gfrectiveness of the 
or psychomotor skills such as using a microscope Qf . :l . ~~ln~Pk ~~tivities W ithich the children 
• • • • .-:<\::::::-·-· }:/iffier :::~i&i .-:6~f 
other piece of equipment. In these s1tuat1ons th.~~;.· :/~~p · ::;.:-:-:·:-:-:P::.;.;.:-:-:-:-:-:-S::(Pf:( .. ) 
are specific behaviors which are considered .-<~::\\~}::· · ::/\!l}? ·-:<~~~:\~\:\\\\\\\:\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\}~::::-· 
essential. The disadvantage of the checlQ!$.tii that it ( ::projecd. ? 
can only indicate success or failure ang ij~f d~gr~ j ? Projec~ ifi~lude research projects and activities (eg. 
of success. ./l:l!::::nr:-· ./!i\l[l\l:j\l\:\l::-. sc~.W.~~:iair projects) done invididually or as group 
Rating sca!S£an be used il!,,tb¢.~ajftb way as l· : ~d6;vours. Projects are particularly useful for 
checklist§~IP~ !hiit it has&~'lf.4ii'!pvantagi 6( ~~aluating the scientific processes, other cognitive 
allowing\h~ll~~aj9.~JP indi2:~t~l4.~l~~:~gf. skills, psychomotor skills, and co-operative group 
success. . • I l i j \, '\ > skills. 
Anecdotal recor.ds~~can])e)used to reeord}the:fuan 
informal obserliifi6h~ffiitlg 61J feachers A:~ d t~ 
.. ;:}::~>::-· . ·-:::\<:>:<f}<<>:>~::::.. . ec o 
records . .9Wf provide inforrii#,tjtjij/V,(.lj~¢P· is either not 
avail_mil~:··or very difficult ttj:l~bt~ij)\:ltfuough other 
m~§( Abruscato (1982) $.ij~g~~~ some guidelines 
.·.·.·.·.· ... ·.·.· ·.·.·.·.·. 
f qt\;W.f _iting and using ane.¢Ubtal records: 
.~:l~/l;ll».IP:~ever you pl~¢~jfu{observation on paper be 
:\\l[!jl[\\lll~~\\~~twQ~~\QQWP?fue date. You may even want 
::~:::;;;;;t5;:iri6itia6:\t1::fiihe. 
• M~g; ffi~ :riting of notes a habit. Prior to the 
lesson remind yourself that you are going to be 
writing down observations. 
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Student Self-evaluation 
Students need to be aware of their own strengths, 
weakness, areas needing improvement, and 
attitudes. At the elementary grades, students can 
engage in simple self-evaluation techniques which 
draw their attention to their own learning. Self-
evaluation can be used for the student's assessment 
of his/her attitudes, interests and opinions. In a 
general way, self-evaluation can be used to guage a 
student's impressions about his/her achievement of 
specific knowledge and skills. 
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Teachers must encourage, and provide 
opportunities for, students to reflect on their 
learning. Having them write brief notes to indicate 
their feelings about particular topics or activities is a 
simple form of self-evaluation. Selecting items for 
inclusion in their portfolios is another valuable form 
of self-evaluation. Students can use their journal as 
a medium for self-evaluation. Teachers could take· 
advantage of one-on-one situations to ask questions 
of students ( eg. How did you feel about that 
activity? Do you think you did as well as you could 
have?) which will require them to assess or evaluate 
their thinking or their achievement. 
Assessment and Evaluation 
are used most often to determine the student's 
achievement in the cognitive domain. The different 
reading abilities of the students requires that 
teachers be extremely careful in con~gµcting written 
tests to ensure that the students w.itf ~fuiderstand what 
the question is asking gfl~m4:•J> 
Perfo~~-1~: Tes~··:·••11111•11111111111111111111111 •i!ll •ll••·••:•·••••···· ······••:···••••:··•· 
For taSkS. that involvet :·:·s ch6mot6.f skills teachers· 
ma J~> rf ormah~ ~~ to d6i8ffiiil•lj~ffi~; a stu~eh~· ~t$~~ds the fundamen~:ii l~h~ concept 
and cari !~§fil~!t,~ lli,~ task at hand. For example, the 
teac.h®lfu.~9~lP:lvi4¢~\th~ ... appropriate materials and 
ask .. ~~ stude~tiajl ffiPll~~:~ simple electric circuit. 
Teacher-Student Conferences ... ::::>Ji.b.~l~iMk. require~:::ffi~t.\ltb.¢ll~thdent understands the 
While teachers spend a lot of time with the whole •· • • ltjlri~·.ij~·~fircuit atj~E~ assemble the materials 
class or with groups of students, they spend m~¢~~/>:-:·· ir!i.P~~~th¢.jl¢Q.ij¢f:~;::r:~P.f bsentation of the concept. A 
less time in one-on-one situations with studep~(.. ../$.ifuple ·~~¢¢.kJ.~$t~:6f :~ rating scale would be a 
The interview or conf ere nee is a way to gd.f ) ~aluable .©blf ~~ recording the teacher's 
information about students which is nQ(\j¢~fiy -::/li!!!\t:r· observ.~i.~6~s of the student's performance. 
obtainable in other ways. Children id,y~?~~ talk aP.4.\jjlljillll:-. ..::::::/ll[:\\ll?:: 
wm be able t9 Mare much mo.~~·~Mtjijhation thr§#I· • R6hro1ios 
conversatiofi\)ffifilj]~~through ~~~rlt~\techni uJ~\l\)j)\)[)\l[l\)\)\)\:\~))\::::~~~~::::·:·· tfi 1· · 1 · f d ' k 
.·:·:·:·:-:::·:-:-:::-:-:-:·:-:·:-:-:-:-:::.;.;.:.. ">:·:-:-::;.;.:-:-:-:·:·:-:::.:::-:·:-:-:::::.;.;., q . ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. A por o 10 1s a se ecuon o a stu ent s wor over a 
hi h ··:::{:t:~:}~~~{:>~:~~tf >~:::::.. ··::::~:{~)}\{\~)}\}{::::-. • d f . I . . d d f 
w c requ~~~:\VI.J;!~(\::-. ·-:<~ff{{){)))~}\::-:·. peno o ume. t 1s 1nten e as a source o 
The conf ere~e~:r::::::;::::::~itf >···::an o ··=::rtUftf ?:;;)lf.dEttie ··~~~:}~<:~i:>~::::.. ppo -:::<:>~:::::>::::>~:}~\:> information about the student's achievement of the 
teacher to ask que.stions::ab.6.utcontenf/ ttikleterinine curriculum outcomes. 
the studen(~~11•t9 •W~~~l~¢.9.!w. skilii j 6; to There are many questions still not resolved about 
questio11~hd~nts on thei;·{~J~~~ ~ut the topic or their use and there is no one best approach to using 
acfrv.~~V . . .:· ? portfolios as an assessment /evaluation technique. 
I~J$.[j ,fuportant that teacher.$.~\k~p a written record One thing is certain - learners must be central to the 
o£l\ffi€.~i conference discuss.itlif for future reference. 
f.~id.hbrs could combind\j~ecdotal records with 
lhf&@ric.es::or:.inte&i~~s. 
\~[~\:\!\~\::~:~\:\~:[\)::::H\~:li!)!\!\)\!\:H:~\!\~\)\t!i~\)j~~?/:::: .. 
~~~ii~I¥::: 
Written tests, which might include multiple-choice, 
extended response, and/or free-response questions, 
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process. 
The main purpose of the portfolio is to provide a 
means for monitoring progress over time. The 
portfolio should enable the user to demonstrate that 
learning has or has not taken place. 
The portfolio, whether or not it is an actual 
physical holding space, should contain a variety of 
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different types of the student's work (including 
written reports, homework, the student's own notes, 
.-:::::-. 
drawings, recordings) representing a range from 
students weakest performance to his/her best work. 
. ·.·.·.·.•.· .. 
Each piece must have some significance or a reason 
for its selection. The only guideline which can be 
offered regarding the number of pieces of work is 
that the portfolio should be representative of the 
student's work over time. This might suggest that 
samples be included which represent the topics 
covered or that samples be included on a regular 
basis (eg. one sample per week) so that the user of 
the information can get a picture of the development 
. . : : ::~:~ :~:~:~ ::: :·. 
... .:·:·:-:.;-:-:·· 
::::::::. .:::::::::::::-· 
.·.·.·.·.·.·. .·:-:-:-:-:-:·· 
.-:::::::::::::::.. .··•·.· •.•. · .• :: .. ::.:.: .. ::.::::-· 
.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. 
-:-:-:·:.:-:-:·:·:·:.:·... . ..... . 
: :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: . ::  : ~: ~: ~: ~:::: .. 
. . : : : : ~ ~::::::: ~ ~::::.. : : : j ~: [:: \ [ \ [ \ \ \ \ \: \ \ \ \ ~\: ~ ~:) ~:: \ ~\: \: ! \ ! ~ \ ~\ ~;;: .. . 
.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·. ·-:-:·:·:·:-:-:·:·:-:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.;-:-:.; ... . 
.. ::.
:.·:·: .. · .: . · .:.·:·: .. ·.·.·.·:.:.·:·:.·:·: .. ·.:.·.·.··.·. ·.:·: ··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. 
··:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:-:-:·:·. 
·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. 
.·.·.·.·.·.·.·,·.·.· .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
. :::::::::::::::::-· · ... . . ...... . 
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . : :: : ~: ~: ~::::.:::::::::: ~::: ~: ~: ~::: ~: ~: ~: ~::: ~::::: ~:::::::::::: .. 
. ::::::::::::::- .-:·:·:·:-:·:·· ·.;.:-:·:-:-:·:·:·:-:-:·:-:·:-:-:-:·:-:·:·:·:-:-:·. 
.............. .·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ' .',',',',',',',',' ,',',',',',',',',',',',',',',' , 
............. 
. ::::::::::::: 
.;:::::::::::-
:-:-:-:-:-:-: 
:-:·:-:-:.;-:-: 
::::::::::::::::;. 
-:-:·:.:-:-:·:-:-:·. 
:·:-:-:-:·:·:<·:-:-:· .. 
-:.;-:.;.;.;.:-:-:-:-:-:·:-.. 
·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·,'.','.'.','.'.',','.',','.', . 
·-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . 
.. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
.. ::::::::::::···:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
? > 
.. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. . ...... . 
over time. For management purposes the portfolio 
should be updated periodically, removing items ............................... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.·.·-:···">:<·.··-:·.·.·.·.·.·.·:· 
.·.·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.· ··::::::::::::·:::::·:;:::::::::·· 
which are no longer relevant or appropriate. .·:<>>>>>>>>>>>>></}\:;.. ·\:{j):::::-· 
The management of portfolios may create a .. :.:·.{.~: .. :~.: y········:::.: .• :·.::•.··•:.•:·:··· · \ ...... .....• 
··::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::>' 
problem for the teacher. The selection of iterp$•f or .J ? i • ? 
the portfolio and the required updating i§ !@he- ./ > / ? • 
consuming process. The initial setting .... :.:..:.u.:.·:.·'..'.'.h .. :.:'.:.:.·\.l d .:/~{:?· .... :.:.:.:  :.i.i.:.i:r· ~: .::::::::::::::· 
establishment of the portfolio must be: .. : :·:::····.:.:::.:::(11·:::····:·:::~ .. /}}it:: ,.;.::::t:/::r·· 
,.;.:.:.:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:·. . ...... . 
responsibility.:O.f the teacher budfue. 66.going /\\:t:\\[\\:\\[[[\\[\i\:\:\\\U:::t:::~/\:ili\~\/r·· 
m::~~o1~1 1i~:~:~~ltlltf~:~:::!•••• •• r 
po artici ate :if~~filli~tion b~ ~t• Wilm~ &a1uable 
;ool fo~ the teac~~~~ ······································••••••·••·••···· ····••••:••••••····························•••••:•·•·· 
Although ~x~¢hertrliay~\8.i~m\i¥W.µ.~ble iiif61-mation 
from th~m:~:ip:~rtfolios sh~iiidl:ti¢.~~lb.¢¢qme simple 
coll~tj~h·~ of samples for t!e~¢.f$.ljl<l 
acfIDj~i:~trators; they must ~lji~~f by the student for 
se.1£46.~aluation and reflecdbh on his/her own 
'','""-'.<·""""'' 
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Science Books and Resources 
Most of the following references are taken from 
Appendix N of Invitations (Routman, 1994). A few 
others have been added. 
This video series includes 25 tapes (2 
programs per tape - 25 minutes per program) 
covering a wide range of interesting and 
relevant science concepts and information in a 
variety of fields. Bill Nye comb~.!Jtt:-science and 
humor, using parodi~~tgags q@.lwacky 
The Astonishing Curriculum: Integrating Science experime'J.ts to engag~i!ff.mr~f.f''lznd keep them 
and Humanities Through Language, edited by interes~~4f:\/[he sezj~~~:W~~i!~~igned to help 
Stephen Tchudi. 1993. Urbana, IL·. Nat1"onal · oun .:/'.::?:tl:::le devef-::::::\il(:\?::::ri<:::· .. t · · .: ::::::  Y 8.:24 1' OP: ....... n:-:~n .....  l!.~~ ... zn science. . ......... Co~~i:h~! !;~~~~~~~::::~~ .. teachers from first- CreeJl:~:awlies tt&J ;~: ;~~~1~'-Jllitlwd,,,.Q~~;: 
grade level through graduate school share 100 fififia.s 0 Stv E : :;:::: ::ti~=~~=~~=c/itj=Y ;::::::::::; ::::;::::::::::~ ....... ~t>.:cze nee xpe rim·e~t~~iP!!L.::\.::.l iire n b Sall""""S'terih ... ... Kn . . ............................... . 
classroom practices that bridge the gap between Y ·:-:Y:~:::<:.; ::: :>::-:J?µse e1del. 1993. ·-::Golden, CO: 
science and the humanities. The students of Fulcrurtf P.Ub.11sffing. 
Karen Gallas use "science talks" and "science TJ,l,;!f b~k~J.i&ffihr~nts and teachers 
journals" to find the answers to difficult de~Tistrtiif~·flffl~~we insects and crawling 
questions. Regardless of your teaching level, .·.·:-:::::ff~:fll~res to ii~£~/£~f:~g[~r; the five steps of the 
there are many ideas for educators to consider .. :::{:@::~rn~:~:U~ei~npf{~ methodiViJJA~~t,fbn, hypothesis, methods, 
as they plan science experiences for children . . -::::)~:~j:j)t::><<<::~f:!f{f:~jif:5(.~oncl~(~/t· Each chapter is clearly 
.-:-:-:·:-:-:·  · fi·"r-·-·-:·:-:···r ">"if :·:-:-:·. · h b -<:>:k nd · "'.f. • 
.:::)):::::-· ..... l!: -~:J~-:·:.;Jf~!:::-:·::;.;.::fff grou z,...,onnatzon, lots of 
Benchmarks for Science Literacy: Project ~.Q8.~f·by ::d::/~:xpe:f.!ip~~t:f:~jj~9Ft·clear procedures. Great for 
the American Association for the Advanceni~ht of .. )\)/" getting\~fi!S:Uixcited about science and thinking 
Science. 1993. New York: Oxford urµY.¢f~~ty ,,' ? aboutff'fid testing their own questions. 
Press. ..:::/:::::::::}:::::-· · · .. /~~n:~~i( .-:::(f ~y· 
Carefully written by six schpol/fJJ$trict teamf:~H:::~:~:::-. D~qf!(}Vorld: How Children Around the World Feel 
and extensjy~!Y reviewed ~tifiZt~titten, this /j~:::::\:::::\[\\\::::\:n:::t%4R(hit Our Environment, edited by Lannis Temple. 
compani/Jifb.}iak to Scien~jtfit\AffAmerican~>?f/)}f\)J993. New York: Random House. (Ameri&l·ll,~~~fq{tonf~f i~~l4~&4.wrnent ~J ? A collection of letters, drawings, and photos 
Science, l9QQ.}Yp/f}j/yJ4.~s schOiii/liistricts)with from around the world beautifully illustrates 
benchmarks~::::i.~~f/jJtfh.'.~iJt~: .. of wh~t(/i,i//$.f{ili~fits schoolchildren' s concerns about environmental 
should be a~.!~<@\}1.Qtf::::~n.j\~g~~!JCe, ,;;Jif.fft.fiffittcs, pollution. Students are encouraged to add their 
and techrw..t6g:::::Y::::::~::::::iietfeJiJiiiif/RStare r ·-::::::;a::::-· dfi own letters and drawings. 
.............. .................................................. p ovz e or 
the e1¥J/f}/.grades two,.fty~\J\\j~fgJP~l::g,uJ twelve, 
anq::~efe meant to be use4\j,:jqj\~@Ji"to guide the 
( qef§igning and developrij~~t)::fjf science 
.:F~[ficulum and instruc~~ghal materials for what 
/!~~#J!J.ents should know,di/iderstand and be able 
............................ """""" , )~:~\:#?84.?-t~cientifically.~::/AJi essential resource and 
:::::::::ex:ea.r:ia ::; ::::::::::· · 
:<< .... :::-........ : .. :.W:: .. : .... fY:-·mP4.~IJ.:~r currzculum reform. 
;11i1~~,~~~~\~~~~:e Guy vidoo series, a Disney 
Educational production, is available from Magic 
Lantern Communications, 38-775 Pacific Road, 
Oakville, ON, L6L 6M4 (Phone 1-800-263-1717, 
e-mail: magiclan@hookup.net) 
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Earth Science for Every Kid: 101 Easy 
Experiments That Really Work by Janice 
VanCleave. 1991. New York: John Wiley. One of 
a series including Biology, Physics, etc. 
Students and teachers love this book because 
the experiments can be done easily at home or at 
school, and they really work. Experiments and 
activities are detailed with step-by-step 
instructions and illustrations. An easily 
understood scientific explanation is given for the 
results of each experiment. 
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Exploring Nature by Peter Garland. 1992. Crystal 
Lake, IL: The Wright Group. 
These six twenty-four-page books for the 
primary grades include vivid color photography 
and interesting text. Titles include Animals of 
the Rocky Shore, The Housefly, The Frog, The 
Ladybug, The Marvelous Mosquito, and The 
Pond. 
First Discovery Books by Nancy Krulik. 1992. 
New York: Scholastic. 
These unique, beautifully illustrated little 
books include brightly colored transparent 
overlays and laminated pages to entice the 
reader into making discoveries and seeing 
connections. Some titles in the series are 
References and Resources 
Ideas for Environmental Education in the 
Elementary Classroom by Kath Murdoch. 1994. 
Portsmouth, NH: Heineman. 
This unique guidebook (204 pp.) for the 
primary grades focuses on acti~itiC.s and 
strategies to develop .~Y und~@ifl;w.ings about 
the envir~.nment. ~~t!fergq@1ed, workable 
plans if)g{#.4.~ broa(!)#.ff4~r!JpruJings, 
prepq(qfilifil, proce~~r~~~~~~ fi.mP!~s of children::~~/ 
wor/t~/fjiuJ resourG~)f/f!ifertfi/JJttt.~nific for .-:i:llr< 
inte~::::f.btin envif.b~Wfne nt~i::~dutdlid.tl!~acr.os§\l:the cu~ief.Af w! q@f or problem~16~k~#.k, :~~¢~ ? 
rel~i,~Q)ff;,])jJ{yi,~g on Earth. ·-:::\)())~~~>:::-:-· 
. : : : ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~:::::: . 
/nfo~i~l~~!l~WaQy Stephen Moline. 1988-
1990.}YCrystai~~-e~:~\\tti~~~~Rigby. 
. ·-:::::::::::::::::::~::::: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::: ... 
Airplanes and Flying Machines, The Earth and .... ::::::::::::£.!ght, sixtee#fil4.8:~4{!.(~~· books and Big Books 
Sky, The Egg, The Tree, and Weather. Appealing .... ::)(jl~l~l~~il}/.~qf.fh:g with topit~~~)~#,q~?iis insects, the universe, 
for preschool through early intermediate grad~s.~\lil[~[:\U/?tfqt#.ffip[$:>4.tnosaur~~~~~~(lhd the body captivate 
.<tl[i:l~r:::;;... .fbif4.r~fij[~\itngg!,@fions with their lively, clear 
First Library Paperbacks by Kate Petty. 19QQ~}:::-· .. /::/ikxt "diifj)lkrfgfi.f:~(f~alistic photographs. Geared 
New York: Franklin Watts. . ./~\:ii:r· ./~~\:!?:: to the P.l!liiilifY:-g rades. 
This information-packed picture bJttf...k:f$~ries .;:/:~!ti?:·· .. )i[[[i/ 
for the primary grades includes si~)ffgfi/iction .:/!\[[\[j[i/. KeepifJ.g}Minibeasts by Barrie Watts. 1989. New 
books: Crocodiles and Alligators, Jl?Wbsaurs, ::/\![!HtHL Y ~r.k;l\franklin Watts 
Frogs and l;q~ds, Sharks, Sq~$.~[1g~ Spider~~\\:\\\\~[[:\:[[\[\\[\1:::u~tt@:i:::\[\:\simple text and close-up photographs depict 
.. ::(l~:~\\l:l\l\l:l!l:!::ii~~\:. .-::/::(\l\ltl\l\ltl\lil\ltltl\~[ill[l[l\lil\~::.. \[[l\ltlll~l[l\lll\l\l\ltllll~ll\\\\::r~>)ww to care for small creatures (such as 
Gaddy's-::S··. :t·"A~t~t::~::Fl .... "t tli:i./e:-:-:;;:~~~i~(~t"::~:~~:L . . z;+.e o·+a ··:·:::::::::::::::-;.·.·· caterpz·llars firogs ladybugs and snide rs) in this 
.. :::)~:~:{::;::)f Jffi\::::.. , J " ~ . ::re:l:Mt::/ffiL::::::Y I 'J n , , ' r 
Atlantic Cod:l:p)($~l.Of~lQpddard}:\~l~~§~~~§!tJ9hn's, nature series for the primary grades. Ten titles 
NF: Breakwatetffl:f/~:t:i:\:\U::~\~\>:.. · ·-::::\~({\lU\i\)l\~\i\l\i\i!i\lll\H>::.. in the series. Ideal for supporting independent 
This book is ·~l\~i(:)itii\\tit: eailii/biiJiaf.i~ in research. 
the primary::p ··:f$g~-b~pf9': ti g //i~(f;· tral 
' ,.J.::- .·.·. . . . ·"" .. J:: .... •'·'·" .... · .. . n. n ... n 
chara~1~f}fiS .. ·a young·::8ilf..llJ.f{flft...4.tt}Vho .speaks 
direqJfy:/to the reader. f.ifg/j)/Q./IJ..~}(/iintains 
or;,.f,g~'iial photographs, ta~~rlilfiier the 
rff!/gfoscope, of cod larvql(ilevelopmentfrom 
. /~f.#:gle cell to complex .r;!fg.anism, with simple 
))g/qf:pr.nJJanying text (presented by Gaddy J of the 
~[[[[\:\:k!9f.qg!q_~l pro.q.r:.ff.:~S::i~volved. The interaction 
\!)l~fm~!~l![~~~([pf:~p~~q~~ihvironment in which the cod is 
:d~!r#W.P.fffg}i"S:::a-1so described throughout the 
book~· ... ·.. The book is also available in interactive 
software format. 
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Let's-Read-And-Find-Out Science. 1992-94. New 
York: Harper Collins Publishers. 
This is a well-written and illustrated series of 
over sixty picture books for the primary grades . 
Some new titles include Be A Friend to Trees by 
Patricia Lauber, illustrated by Holly Keller, 
Where Does the Garbage Go? by Paul showers, 
illustrated by Randy Chewing, What Makes a 
Shadow by Clyde Robert Bulla, illustrated by 
June Otani, and Baby Whales Drink Milk by 
Barbara Juster Esbensen, illustrated by Juster 
Esbensen. Basic science concepts are 
introduced in an organized ma,nner, and easy to 
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follow hands-on activities are included. Topics 
include the Huma.n Body, Plants and Ani.mals, 
the World Around Us, Dinosaurs, Outer Space, 
Weather and the Seasons, and Our Earth. Great 
for the classroom library and supporting young 
children's natural curiosity. 
My World. 1989-1992. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn. 
This high-interest science and social studies, 
nonfiction collection for grades 1-3 includes 144 
titles dealing with anima.ls, sports, nature, and 
nations of the world. Each sixteen-page book 
includes sizable text,full-color photographs, and 
an index. 
addition to the early primary classroom and 
school library. 
School Ground Naturalization Program 
The Evergreen Foundatin .-::///(:-
355 Adelaide Street W.,.::Sµite 5A{lf/:::-· 
Toronto, 0 N .. /~![jH~~[j[~[\\ ... .;://[:!l) ::-· 
M5V lS~~J::·t: / ::::.:.:: ::::;, 
Thi t":··rif"iam rovides/l.t""".:'liers and student >>: .:~:f.J:.. g p .... ::::::;:;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:::ftB::::::;:;:;::::.. .f :::::-
l.th::.~#~:" d practz"ca/:~~;;,;re·"A:tt~~~!fA~(~~::;;;f~ntu rnlz·zati ~._:-W ::::~Y.0 .. ::;:;:::::lu1 ~:!t:;~p)gffllW:.. , u. .... /'m~" 
of ff~ gr~U.'J!!Jl ~he piJ~fl:~~[~~l!POth 
ru~ i\l f.f!· i~:  settzngs. '\~::. :::: ii : 'tf 
Science/fi}fiJ/Cb.tl4ten. Washington, DC: National 
S . ··f(::::::::::fir:::::::;:;::A.Ss • • 1840 w·1 
Picture Library Paperbacks by Norman Barrett. B~~~Vtde,flj~ii~:~;201 (Tel;p~:ne 703-
1989-1991. New York: Franklin Watts. 243.,7100) { ;:: t, . 
This series of about twenty nonfiction books {, : ·. ·: :Tfifl.'.Jnf onna;W~ ?J.!!jjf~ctical science journal 
(can be ordered individually) is packed with .. :<:~lf[j~~~~@/}~:ff.4t~[~J~ffi~n,ary an4:!/!,fddle school teachers and 
information, beautiful photographs, and cleqf~~)~::::::·.. .4.~f.~{$,Jf/q~pr~:.iJ/piihlished eight times a year 
simple text for grades K-4 and is a welcom~[~~r::-· .. /l~{aNils/4'.k4.~1.Q.l)t~Yf;;ith membership to NSIA. 
addition to the classroom library. So~-~-Afiies .. ::/j[/:::- Provid~~\\ltiibughtful articles, practical and 
include Polar Animals, Elephants, By,m'.$.~\!\!~/ -:::/)\)/: creatiy~/teaching suggestions, reviews of books 
Airliners, Trail Bikes, and Helicop~¢1[[~?~::::;::- .:/?\1\\\/" and .r~S:ources, colorful posters, and inserts as 
A:fH!~:/" ./l~!H}\)l, w.e.ti:iis the annual "Notable Science Tradebooks 
Primary Ecolggy Series, edit~4:J~Y. ~pbbie KaI~!~::[lll::::::~t~r:/ffJf>Children" in a spring issue. 
1993. Ne~/~lt9!~J~nd Tor~p~gffi~l M?Y.i~ Publisfi~rri.8\~\~\lj~j\j~j[\::cr~:>:-· 
Beauf!f.i!J.Jy/Jilf4J9graphil4./wl!.6!\i~!~~ntary ">:::::;:;:;::::::>'.... Science and Language Links: Classroom 
school chllef:ff...~\lnffm!..ural s.Jf{j#g~j\ffj)\~~port the Implications, edited by Johanna Scott. 1993. 
books' subjJ:C~)\\i.6.~~~\\\!h.irty-tw(/pqg~J}Jgfi}r.~ Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 
books are full (/J)i6l.lltiff!4J¥.gfl and ihy~i.~~\\\!\~\!\/~:;:::" Although it was written halfway across the 
participat!.f?l..(:iij?Eiiii.~g/i...llr(e~rJ~'orl(l::\$b~e world in Australia, this book could be a 
titles i~fifffi::series inclU'.4~\~19~\~ r~s Help Me companion to The Astonishing Curriculum: 
and .~e· Air I Breathe. t\?.fYJ!Jjjp~iiling. Integrating Science and Humanities Through 
.. ::::::f[i~?.. ~~l[!\\[![(\:~/![~:::>=;.· Language (Tchudi, 1993 ). This book looks at the 
Rq/}f/j~ Read-About Scienq~\\by Allan Fowler. relationships between science and talking, 
l.92S~lj Chicago, IL: Chilgf,¢,n's Press. writing, and reading. It helps teachers to realize 
)\\\:\:\:\lfA:\j(!:elightful, infor..r!f!JJive series of thirty-two that language supports science learning, and 
:jj:\/i/lf g~\lJf~:~!.e bo~!q:lt ..6\fopics that interest young science concepts can be used to develop 
\UBJJJtlJfeJi.U/Sfiljfj/fjJ.the titles in this extensive language. Examples of student projects enhance 
"::~~r~¢$.~\~i.rttliUit~:fr It Weren't for Farmers, It's A the insights in this book. Goocf ibfug There Are Insects, It's Best to Leave 
A Snake Alone, and It Could Still Be A Dinosaur. 
Real-life photos, large, clear text, and only 
several sentences per page make this a welcome 
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M. Butzow and John W. Butzow. 1989. 
Englewood, CO: Teacher Ideas Press. 
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References and Resources 
This useful resource geared to the elementary 
grades connects fiction books with scientific 
concepts by describing many activities to go 
along with specific books. Activities for each 
science topic are centered around a work of 
Sierra Club Books for Children. 1992-1994. 730 
Polle Street, San Francisco, CA 94109. 
fiction. Related books and references are cited. 
The Sierra Club publishes some first-class 
books for children. The inspiring books include 
engaging text and full-color phqJqgraphs to 
tackle environmental.iS.:Sues, pt.~s~nt accurate 
iriformatiqn, and sh4.t~?fktwl¢iiiidren and adults 
Science Workshop: A Whole Language Approach can ma,ls,f/(iJl!-iffere/ffi~~:::}f4.(!fjj/fprite, highly 
by Wendy Saul, et al. 1993. Portsmouth, NH: acclailili/ilflook is CSffie~:s:a&k~\S.almon b Moll.. ::\: 
Heinemann. i/f/ . r .,·:t>''':()\'t\~'''/'\,. r · y -:ii ':::· Co "#?Photo g ap~:/PY Siqrw.~~~lVtm~:!w zg ht .. /~\?. 
Concepts and ideas developed in the (192:gi), the co~~iiing sto:tY!iff.!?9.#li:~n·>fVCr6up 
reading/writing workshop are shown to be offiftfit:gra4~(#ikients adopti/d(q/Jiil#Jlfj.JiYstream 
applicable in the study of science in this book. thcii/j{flf!/a6.¢.('..·been a spawning ~g:Pilflftli/ or 
Wendy Saul provides the introductory salni~~i-~~~~ght it back to life. 
~~:;~~;;~~;:;::: :~:e o°jg:~;7;g cs~~::;: Snafii£~. ~~~'~~ii~~ :mg. 1994. New York: 
developing a questioning atmosphere, and ways .. SBYnPt.Garden B99~~f::tu::/UH\:-
of assessing the program. The final chapter .. :-::)/~Htrrn:~Jf!~i~§.. in this sef.j~~~l.ilf:>ihe primary grades, 
gives suggestions for topic development as wel/::;~~:::~:~:~:i~:~:::tYf)wfi@.fi.}i.~;YQtes one :!a~~iWo pages (a snapshot in 
as sources for materials and further inforrruµffj/f{ :" .~fiii)/f./g:~4/J!lnnl .. rJ:.i/:}Jictures) to each subtopic, 
This is a hands-on, practical approach th4..t./YJill .. :t~()i~cliid~(/MC~ij![!AJHfuais, Things on Wheels, Animal 
be appreciated by classroom teachers ~qg~:~ to .. <:~(!)!~~:::- Antics~:[gt.JiF&my Faces. 
bring student-centered learning to t}Jt/$/¢}~nce :/::::::r:· .. /H/. 
area. :/:!Ci!)!)~)/:>::::· .::::::::Hv·· Sunshi.IJ.::Science Level 2 by Brian Cutting and 
.}}}}:::-· ;:}})/ . . .::::>::::: . , . 
. :)))( /))\\:.. JillJ~tr:Cutting. 1993. Bothell, WA: The Wnght 
SEEDS Envi~P.lJmental Literaqy)?rl/gf am /::::\:::::::::::::::\:::i\l~H:r:§f:gup. 
The SE~lJ$/f£t9gram ~:lJ/flflfik4.r: .. of intere~jtij£:\i\\:i::\:l::\\)::}~r::-· These information books with such titles as 
envirot{fff4/jfqkprqgrami:: :z~qJ@~~g\:lt4~ HEAT·-::::::::::::::::::::>>"· Keeping Waim! Keeping Cool!, How Ries Live, 
Challe~g:~fi{if4./iflllllT Chaii~ijg#.:~~:l~{jj/J!ill~AT The Survival of Fish, and Our Eyes are a good 
Challenge lnV.qf1f~~)\~m4~nts in .fkii.f#.lfi..f.Jfj/g):)!.h.eir addition to the classroom library. Each twenty-
energy cons~i:t9:~i ~f:hem.~ and ·ai)~~t@pfand four-page book has sizable text, clear concepts, 
encourag~~4ifi#Fto:}!.~Yl~~):W4Y~ of cofi erving and color photo/illustrations. First and second 
energy.!::/tffie.BIT (BirJ::j4~fjff!{¢.}µjpn and Tally) graders will enjoy reading these independently 
ai~(fl)f(Jevelop student":~~~~r~~t\:t.!.fkonitoring or with support. 
ar¥//~njoying birdlif e thrd:;)g/1{/lii. annual 
~flff:f.hgtime event involv~pg. spotting, identifying 
./4h.fi tallying birds they/$"~e in their local area . 
. /:::sEEDS Foundation .. ::::::Y:::::::: 
:::!1::::s'.U.ii¢::44.o, 1o16.9:::&::::1:04 street 
~ 1 11~11111 1 : :::r> 
Phciri:g~=:(4o:3·) 424-0911 
Fax (403)424-2444 
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Introduction Teaching Guide which follows. 
Each sub-topic is defmed by a number of specific 
The sections which follow are intended to be a curriculum outcomes which indicate what students 
practical teaching guide for teachers as they plan the are expected to know and be able to do in 
classroom activities. The first section presents an connection with the sub-J9pic. ~·~utcomes are 
overview of the scope of the elementary science not intended, to spell oµj:' "fil~,q~f~'of the child's 
P
rogram as compared w1·th the entry-grade 12 experience8~~ih·. scien~:):):~:!;;td~~:~~::l~~~~~~: ::· ·fi ;:::;.;::-:: ::-:::::-::::: · ··~::::::~t~~YJ:¥~:::~pec1 1c enough to 
content framework. The next three sections outline provid?:9ffi~ ~idan55~6(••1••~d students,/· / 
the specific curriculum outcomes and related but geij¢.fal enou~. t6.filloWltsWhd§@Ome flexibility 
information for each grade level. The two-page in ho:&.fuey deaI=iiih the achi;~&h&Ji•df•ffiil ' / 
spread arrangement of this teaching guide is outc~-~111·1.ll~ ·of these outcom;'~d~lfi .U;~~ 
presented as a 'user-friendly' format which sciencCP#~i#$¢.~ mid other skills in the context of 
addresses a number of important considerations. On 
each two page spread information is presented on 
the following components: .·•·•••'•••••···•••••···········•1•1•1•11•1111111•••••••••:••····••··· 
- Topics/Sub-topics/Outcomes - the science ' :· : tf :• ····•·•··· ... · 
content framework and the specific curtletiium 
outcomes associated with each .. ::}::/!!U?. 
sub-topic , ... !• '/ 
sug~f "'.·' :t lfue·" speciaf coricems~~ bout the ·-:;::;::::;::;:::::::::>"' .;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:·:·:·:·>:·:·:·:-:·"""""~"" .;., ............................. ;.~ ...... . 
parti ciiiaf~sub.:4t(f: Jc or aci<litiffiHiUtb.Sb.urce 
··:·:::;:;:·:::;:;:;:;:·:;:;:;:;::::P :::::·:;.. ··:::;:;:;:;:;:·:;:::;::;.;.;.;.;::·:·:·:·:::·:·:·:·. s 
which migqf &i he.r·::ful in adcfr.::::::·:-::::::c:::::::::::r·:-·-::;::: .. ~:· -
topic. ·····•••·•••=:•••••••;•;•••:•111111•111•111•1••••1••1•11••·········11••••·•·•••••········· ~~,~~ •• ,~ •• ~pb 
a. Top~:~/Sub-topic:sl:iii.t:C.6.lhes 
Thx,1f6PicstSub-topics li•·l~~fu'.~ outlined in 
m<?rf:·~~tail in the Foundati~~}Jf ;he Atlantic 
C,~~a Science Curricutl/i. A nwnber of the sub-
WP~£~ ·~e deemed to 1*!Pli~propriate for the 
~i~ffibfif · .. ::::::::::::::::" :;::::::::::::;:::::;:::::::::<&¥:::~W::9~B:Y@d···many of the sub-topics are 
ri(?,~.1-··~·ivgry grade level. The sub-topics 
whf~fi?j;~:~ ~tf~i~essed at the Elementary grade 
level are indicated with a "./"in the table below. 
Those which are not addressed at the elementary 
level are shaded and will not appear in The 
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Elementary Science Program 
Topics/Sub-topics 
Grade Four Grade Five Grade Six 
I. The Properties of Living Things 
a. Structures Unique to Life 
b. Composition 
II. Life Proc~es and the Organization of Living Things 
a. Systems 
b. Interactions with the Environment 
c. Reproduction 
ID. Populations, Energy Flow, Cycles within Ecosystems 
a. Components 
b. Interactions 
c. Patterns 
IV. Matter and Its Properties 
a. Kinds and Characteristics 
b. Physical ~operties 
f. Models 
c. Oxidation-Reduction Reactions 
d. Rates of Chemical Change 
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VIl. Energy and Energy Transfer 
a. Kinds of Energy 
b. Energy Transformations 
c. Conservation of Energy and Phase Change 
d. Second Law of Thermodynamics 
e. Energy Alternatives 
VIIl. The Earth and Its Atmosphere 
a. Properties of the Earth: Materials and Features 
b. Earth Processes: Crust and Interior 
c. Earth Processes: Surface 
d. Biological Processes 
e. Hydrological Processes 
f. Atmospheric Processes 
IX. The Earth and Its Place in the Univer~ f 
X. Forces and Their Effects 
a. Descript9;rs of Motion 
b.Sound 
c. Light: Characteristics and Models 
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Teachers' Notes 
As teachers use this document they will undoubtedly 
want to write their own notes on matters of interest 
or concern with the topic/sub-topic at hand. These 
notes might include problems encountered and their 
possible solutions, special materials needed, 
preparation required, and useful resources and their 
sources. Teachers are encouraged and expected 
to write their own notes in this column and to 
share their experiences with fell ow teachers by 
whatever means available. 
Suggested Units/ Activities from 
topic or set of outcomes. Some examples of such 
considerations include safety concerns, special 
preparations, and assessment /evaluation 
suggestions. An attempt has been m~oe to include 
some references to otheqi,pproptj;#~= f~ources 
especially i~: cases wh~t~:~Jh~t.~µJjllitripic is not 
covered 01JriM uatd!~:~'.i:lativ&&ijn the authorized .:::~?~~):}~::;:::::-: eq ·.~}}}::>::>~:}~:~(:}~\.. .·:-:·.·. 
resourc¢S~j/Teachers are:i~riC.6.tira·""ed: lO use whatev".:::-:::-
. : : ~: ~~: ~::::. . : : : : : ~::::.. . : : : ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~:: :~:::: ~::: ~: ~: ~: ~::::.. . : : :~:fr 
appropgate resour~~$iiare avfillaP.l(ftQ]h~m. .. .. ::::~::(~ir::-
Th~ ~~fi,~~~ .~iffi~ refers t~ ~:1 111 Mfue 
needooJ(f tbvef all the outcomes relfiletftcr a sub-
topic. 41i§.il~~gl instructional time serves only 
as a gµ:~ti~Hri~:~:©.JJj~jp)~?.-Chers monitor their progress 
and "1g··enable ·th~frft6.1f.6fu .lete the rescribed 
Authorized Resources .... > .. Th ·iJnt ~ > ed ~ b 
Two resources have been authorized for use with .. i~~~~\ e tot '~~ggest is ased 0~ the 
. ..::/~}i):>:::::-:.:-asW:PH99J#at at th~:: :¢Jementary level the science the elementary science progr3Ill. These are .. ::::::::::::-"· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:-=-:·:-::::::.. ..::::::::-
.............. ',','.' .......................... :--11""""" • """"lli . al f 
Ex·nlo at· · s · bl. h db Add. ..}>~::::.. progranr~Wl. .. ::rcce.ve.:: e equiv ent o r r zons zn czence pu 1s e y 1son~~;:::::-· .::::::::. ·-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.· 
W l Publ. h L. · d d / . .SH/:· .:::M'.'.::-'.'.·'.proxiffl~t~l}f~a(ffuinutes per day. This suggested es ey is ers unite an nnovatzons::in .. :::::::::- ·:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::-:-
s · bl. h db H B C .. :<:J:j!/:" .:/~)/.time doe~jjoftake into account any additional time czence pu 1s e y arcourt race ·artaua. The ::}}? ::}:{ 
d .ts/ . . . fi th .:J \}j)>::::- .;:::}~~)/ requirqgfor assessment activities or time saved suggeste uni acuv1ues rom e aq~HQr1zed :<<<< ... :::=-:::::::. • • • 
·a1 · ded be th . ){/}? ./))((\.. tfil.99~h mtegrauon with other subject areas. 
maten s are mten to e mrun::resources . .;:;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::: .......... ;:::::::;:::::-: .. 
Teachers shofilftnot feel com~lf ~tt:tbli~omplete . I F.Chers will have to use their own judgement to 
,.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:.;.;.;.;.·.. .· .. :·:~~ .. ;.,.;.,.; ..... :·:·.·:·.·:·:·: :-:.;.;.;.;.;.;.:.;.;.;.:.;.;.:-:·:·:-:-·.. ak ad. tm ts th d . 
every su ~ma= :~~ijyj . Ndf :§fibiildffie feel t m e necessary JUS en to e suggeste ume. gg:::;:::::::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ····:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;::::::¥ :: .. 
restricted to"lhdSe~jacfivities SU ">:-:-:-:-:ffia:~fi:>:::·:::·::\~:::Th ··::::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~::::::.. gge$·:::::::::::::~::::::tf tt~:~:~:~:::::::: .. ey 
should feel free "tcfsubStifilte .. or add offi:-:::::-:~:~:·:::::-:~:'.::·: "'.: ... >>~:~:~:~:>~:>~:>>~:~:~<:~::::::.. ··::::t f ~JffittY~u es 
which are relevamttQ.1b¢/:;.;.::'. ;.: cific outcoirlesm>Tue 
.. ::::;::::;:;::::::::-:-··"'·'"·"··:-:-::::;::::::::~::::;:::::::::::::::;:;. ... ·-::;:;::-
importantp9irli is that tli&.~~g#ff gfil~J?.e adequately 
addres.~~f :~d students wiif\fi~j~~\}jfill~:  reasonable 
oppq@riity to achieve therJ~ f6Jlli6~rs will note that 
sq#.j¢j]kib-topics or outcoml~· are not addressed in 
~ :::::::::::::::::::: .. ::::::::::· 
edhefjpf the two authorized resources. 
11111&-·tne.::l~I~~:~ I Other Resources I 
s tll!~§.i~d!TI~e 
The last column contains some notes to the 
teacher regarding any special considerations which 
should be kept in mind when dealing with this sub-
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Four - 1 
Grade Four 
Topics/Sub-topics/Outcomes 
I. The Properties of Living Things 
a. Structures Unique to Life - Students will 
recognize that higher organi.sms function as a 
collection of systems. 
1. observe and recognize different kinds of cells (nerve, blood, 
skin, brain) 
2. name examples of tissues, organs and systems 
3. classify parts of the body as tissues, organs or systems 
4. list and briefly describe the structure and fwiction of the 
major systems of the human body 
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• .-:-:-·-:-:-;.:-:-;;;.··~fi· .. .. ·.·:-:a-:·· .. :-:-:-:-:-;.:-:-:-:-:.-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·.·:.... ,1 rfi··:-.· . z nutr~~n.i-:ariu oo· :::gr.qµp~(~r~ pe orm szmp e tests 
ori:::i1Yvarie off ood>siiJJsJd.nBc:s . 
. ·.·.··.·.· ty ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .. ·.·.·.·.· ... ·.· .. ···.·· 
...................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::.~:::::::: ::: 
.1§-:\)iame the basic nutrien(3.J:id tood groups 
/:.jii:g/:\explain the purpose(f@ction of each of the nutrient groups 
\:/:\~;{:;g~y~_._exampl~S.::tjffOOds in each of the food groups 
-:-:<"<<<<·:-:-:-:-: ... -.-".·>~·:< :-........ ' . ' ........ :-: :-:-:" :-:-:-:-;,' 
. . . ····· ............ ........................ . 
.... ' .............. ··- . .. .................. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . 
. . . .. . ........ ... .... .......... . . .. .. .. . . 
....... .... .. . .. . ........... .. . .. ...... ... . 
. . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
·-:-:-:-:-:-:<·>>>">>:-:-;-:-:-:-:-:-: :-: :-:-: .. -:-:-:-:-:-:·:-:-: :-:-:.- . 
.. ····· .......................... .. .. . 
·-:·+42":/g~y~\~~ples of foods which are good sources of the 
.·.·-::<various· nutrients 
5. perform simple food tests on a variety off ood substances to 
detect presence of the various nutrients 
Four - 2 
... . ..... . .. 
. . ....... .. . . 
. - ....... . 
.. ... _ . . , ...... ... .. 
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Grade Four 
Suggested Units/Activities from 
Authorized Resources 
Notes to Teachers/Other 
Resources/Suggested Time 
Explorations 
Peak Performance 
Measuring Up 
Left, Right, Left 
Take A Handful 
What Kind of Joint Is This? 
Muscles, the Movers 
Muscles Getting Tired 
You Gotta Have Heart 
Full of Hot Air 
Time to React 
Thal' s Stretching It! 
Body Balance 
Innovations 
Superkid (Grade 6) 
Body Challenges 
Muscle Bound 
300 minutes 
·.·.·.·.· 
··· ··· · .. 
Please note ~:~<?~:~tjy1iles may be listed in 
a8k>ciation witKiil6fltfufu one sub-topic. Skeleton Connections 
Fill Up! .:/jf Jkhers sho~i&::~d~flliiMd::.to find other sub- .... 
The Beal Goes On 
Full of Fresh Air 
The Command Post 
The Balancing Act 
Ready, Set, Action! 
:·:-··.-:··· 
... ::~~;))}:/$p~is should be on observations using 
.... :/)::::-:::::;:;::://rn~~~~~pes and/or magnifying glasses. 
::::)>: ·-:::Pfk:::::::-&fsiides of different types of cells should 
'-'." ~t~i~i~)/\:::::: ·.· . 
.. ..::: ... {:;. :::::::::;:: . ".::;.::.)j/ .?/\/-::::> 
... .. :::::\HHHJ/\::/(\::-. . . -.::.:·<<:.?<<:> · · · · · 
.. ::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::-::::·:::·::::::::::::-:::::-::::::2. A cell JS t}:ie :~1c building urut of livmg matter 
......• :••····•••• -••··· ······· ··············•: •1••••••••-••1••11••llll••••l••••••••••••i~i~~~::~~~:~::?E 
· <>-::: ..--:-·:;·:-.· ·:\f Ut:)~rgdn is composed of various tissues organized 
.... . : : · · · ... ... · )}? ..... ··10 perform some particular function, e.g., the 
.. : /.iH\!i!!'?:( · · · ">>·::.... heart, eye. A system is a set of organs or parts 
· ·.· · ·. · · ·: · m' the body havm· g the same or s~milar 
.: ...• ·.::: .. :··:·:·::::. :.: . ::.- il&I 
.:-:-:-.-:-::· ' 
.. ?\\/. .. .:::.:::::· .· function, eg., the nervous system . 
. . · • -:-:-:·.·>> ·: ... ::::::::::::····· 
::·.:; t·i~ ::··:! ::· ; ·· :: •: .. . ... 4. The major systems include the digestive, 
circulatory, respiratory, skeletal, and muscular. 
Coverage should not be in any great detail. 
The resource materials should provide a guide 
as to the depth of treatment. 
210 minutes 
· . .: ;.·.·-:-:·:-:-:: :-··:-:-:-:-:-:-: :-:-:-:-:·· 
... '-: :.:-:-:-:.:- < :-:-:-:-:·:-:·. :-:-:: 
These topics should be integrated with the new 
elementary health program which also covers 
similar topics. 
:::::::::·:::::::::·:·::::>::::::::·:-:·· 
··:<·"'.· '.·>:·'.·>:····-:·:-··:·'.·' 
. . ·:.;.:-: ·-:-:·:-:-.-:-:-:-:-· 
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Grade Four 
Topics/Sub-topics/Outcomes Teachers' Notes 
II. Life Processes and the Organization of Living Things 
b. Interactions with the Environment -
Students will become familiar with the range of 
terrestrial and aquatic environments at the local 
level. Emphasis will be placed on hands-on 
. 
experiences. • 
1. observe aquatic and terrestrial environments (bogs, ponds, ./f;t: .. 
...... 
woods, seashore, ocean, etc.) in the local area and the ....... ... . .. . 
2. ::::~:::: ::p~::::o:::;::~gs depend on =: !;::1 ::::1:1:11·:::•:: "_ .· 
3. 
each other ···· 
· . ... · 
.... 
.... 
4. ::~::nm:1organisms affect and are affect: by=their ... ·.•==:==::•••:···=::!•i•:ilJ!••!i.l!!i!!•::iiiJ;•.:·::·•••:.:::·•'=:.:· ······.''•••· ·· 
:::::. . . . ~.:: '.;~i~~/~\/:>>::-· 
5. recognize how the human species ~ af )<;cted the ) ) .·.·.· .. 
envirorunent : f ? ·.·:··.·.··· ''· 
Four - 4 
.:::~~~;:·: ·;: ~:~~~: .. 
••· ·-:. >" ••.. . • ••·•• • 
. ·:::.•::•:!:.: ·j ..•. 
. ... ..... .. 
. ·-:· . . . . ·-:-·· •, 
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Suggested Units/Activities from 
Authorized Resources 
Explorations 
Discovering Adaptations 
Thumbs Up for Survival 
Our Pets Are Unique 
Night Eyes 
Taking Inventory 
The Great Cover-up 
Moving Right Along 
Chow Time! 
Birds Carry Their Own Tool 
Kits! 
Designer Birds 
Fine Feathered Friends 
Living in the Dead of Winter 
A Cast of Creatures 
.·:-.-:·:-:-:-: :.:.:-. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
··········' .. ......... ... . 
. .. -····· ... . 
. -::::::::::::'.:::::::::::::::'.::::·: 
.-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:.: .·. 
Innovations 
Ponds and Polliwogs 
Making A Pond 
Who Lives Where? 
Who Eats Whom? 
Staying on Top 
Pond Personalities 
Pond Plant Adaptations 
Down Under 
Worm Watch 
Home Away From Home 
··:(:}}}/}:?\~/:/?\::.: .. ·.--.·.·.· --·.·.·.·.·.·.· ·.·.·.·.·.·· . .. ·· . 
. . : : : '.:::::: ~ '.;:::: :: :: : : : : '.::: :: : ~::::.:: :: : <:.: ::-. 
······················!!!··················································· . . ·.·.·.·.·.· . . ·.-.·.·.',·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.· ... · . 
. -: .. -:-:·: . 
. :::::::::::::::::::: 
' ' ...... . 
.. .. .... . · • ......... . 
. ..... . . ... ..... ... . . ......... . 
. ... . . . . ....... .. .. . . . ...... . . . 
\i.:.~;~iu:: .. ::!~::::<:ii~::;.:.::/:<:::/;:U·: ·ur::·::;.~:r::::::::- · 
..... . .......... . .... 
·-:-:-:-: : :-:<·> -:-:-:·>:·:<<"·" . . 
·· ·.·.·.-.................. . 
....... 
. ·.· 
························ ...... ····· ............. . 
....... ... ........... ... . 
... ............... .... .. 
. -: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :-: : : : : : : :~::::.:: :: : : :: : : ::~>.: .. 
. : : : :~::: ~::: ~::: ~:: :~ :~ ;~: ~::: ~ :~: ~ :~: ~: ~:~:~: ~:: .. ·. 
· . ... . ·,·.·· . 
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Grade Four 
Notes to Teachers/Other 
Resources/Suggested Time 
300 minutes 
Four - 5 
Grade Four 
Topics/Sub-topics/Outcomes Teachers' Notes 
III. Populations, Energy Flow, Cycles within Ecosystems 
a. Components - Students will develop an 
understanding of the term 'habitat' and will compare 
and contrast a number of familiar plant and animal 
habitats. 
1. widerstand the term habitat as an environment in which an 
organism lives 
2. explore and describe a nwnber of familiar plant and animal 
habitats 
3. identify the basic requirements for any habitat (food, shelter, 
water, space) 
···················•·::····:••t········:·.··· 
. . ·••••··• •••••••• ;.;•:•••·:'..'.[ii'.!i:\::::1•:::;;,•·••i:·•·······~·· ::: .... 
. .. . r··· ... ..;>·r·:1;1;;1:::!jli!t;:····:· 
·· .. :-.::·· .:::':.·:.::_::::.:::·:· .. ·.·.· 
-_:::/:::::::: .·.-'.-'." 
.. . ./(/ 
b. Interactions - Students will st@ the · ·.·· · > . 
interrelationships among orgq'fz.!sms throug.fl: :an . 
exami~tion of food cha!~,fqod webs, f:n~rgy:.: =-:::::)\:.:::.-· · 
transf~P/~tc., inc ludi~i .. l!J~tJ!ilfnan eff ectS. .. ~~ th~ :: :<m< · 
envir3.lif'i~~t;:.:: Chang~/i#Y~:(fµitur.~l occurrence is 
studi~ii):t.6rq~g:Jt.an exaJ{tijiii{oh?f?.t;.(fte basic 
principi~~;~f!f:~i{q9e~$ion, citii~g'l~g/pQpulations, and 
evolution. :.·.:·:!i(·/·i:}::·;::::·::H::::;·H:::::::::... "::·.}/.\:>:\:/\.:::::.· : 
.. ">>:-:-:-:.;-:-:·:-: .-:-;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:-: :-:-:·.· "::::\}_::_·._:.::_::.:~.·. :.· :.:::_:_:~.:./: ::· . 
.... :-:.:.:-:-:-: <·>:-:-: <·:.:.' ·:.:-:-:-:-:-:·:-:. :-:-:·: ·: <.;. :•, · . 
. ·:-:-:~ · :-:-· ··-:-:<-:··-:-:.;-:-:-:.:···:-: ~-:·: :-:-:-.. :-. 
1. exp~qr.e:fue interrelati:9.~~1ii~'.:~9-~g organisms in an 
~psystem by examinilig: f&><fc~ns, food webs 
.. . . 
. ' .. -- . ...... 
. . . . . . ··:::::->: :·:··: . ':. 
~pHtiescribe food chains an_(f tlieif' importance in the ecosystem 
.. 
_:_.:;:>~~\\:investigate the hum~: rfnpact on the environment 
::~:. ::: /*f/j~9~clµde ~i .. ~h$ige is a natural process in natural 
: )\~):i~??:·;::!s ?fum'#:i~~~~(and ecosystems 
·::::~:)r~~//:~~~: r;u> :H?r>: ·:· 
.. ·.· 
· ... 
Four - 6 Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
Suggested Units/Activities from 
Authorized Resources 
Explorations 
Discovering Adaptations 
Thumbs Up for Survival 
Our Pets Are Unique 
Night Eyes 
Taking Inventory 
The Great Cover-up 
Moving Right Along 
Chow Time! 
Birds Carry Their Own Tool 
Kits! 
Designer Birds 
Fine Feathered Friends 
Living in the Dead o/Winter 
Innovations 
Ponds and Polliwogs 
Making A Pond 
Who Lives Where? 
Who Eats Whom? 
Staying on Top 
Pond Personalities 
Pond Plant Adaptations 
Who Lives Where? 
Waterworld 
Water in Us All 
Every Day in Every Way 
Water, Waler Everywhere 
Fit To Drink 
Grade Four 
Notes to Teachers/Other 
Resources/Suggested Time 
210 minutes 
.... 
. . . . . . . . . 
. ... ······ . . . . . . . . . . 
.·.·.·.·.·.· ... ·.·.·.·. 
~~~-topics a, Jt#@@:#.r~ifTopic and Sub-topic b 
.-: of.:To ic II alfdeai\Vltif related con ts. The 
.. :-:-:-:-:-.·:-:-. .:.:·.·p .............. .:.; ..... :-........ :-. .:· ... ·.·.·.·. cep y 
.. >Y:?~~uid be addreS,¥f.}#.}~<f~:§~;B~ 
········ 
............. 
..... ... .... . .. ··· ···· ·· · ..... 
.·.·.·.·.·.··.·.·.·.· ... ·.· .··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. 
...... . . .... . .. .. . ..... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.... . .. ... . .... ... . ... . 
.... .. . .. . ... ... ' . . . . 
······· ... ...... .... .... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . 
.. ... .. ... ..... . ........ . 
. ...... . . . ... ... .. ... 
">>>>:<-:·.-:-:·.·:-:.:-: :-;.:.:-: :-:·>:-. . . . . . .. 
.. . .. ... ...... . .... ,,. -· 
......................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . ............ . . .. . .... 
.. . . . ···· ··· · ·· . .. .... . 
.. .. ..... . .... . .. . . . .... . 
. ....... . . 
; .~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: '.::-: ...... 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . 
. . · :: : : : ~: ~: ~:~: ~:: : :: ~: ~ :~:~ :~: ~: ~::: ~: ~: ~: ~. ~: ~::. 
....... . . ······ .. . ... . .......  ... .. - ..... . .. . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' . - . . . . . . . . 
.......... . 
·············· .... . ..... . 
. . : ~ : : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :  :: :  :~ : : : : :: :::: : : :: :  :: : : : : :  ~ . 
..... ...... . 
.... . .... .... . .. . . . 
. . ' . . ..... ..... ... . . 
... . ... .. ....... . . . 
....... .................. -...... . 
. .. . . . ... .... 
........ . . .. 
. ' ... .... . 
. . ····· · · · · 
. .. . ....... .. . 
·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· 
. . . . . . . . . . 
..... . ... . 
...... ... .. 
. . · · ·· ··· ·· 
.......... 
.... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
. ·.·.· ... ·.·.·.·.-.·.·.-.·.·.-.· ... ·.·.·.-.·.·.-
.·.-.::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::_::::::::::·: .. 
. ·.·:-:·:·:·:-:-··:·:-:·:·:-:-:-:-:·:-:-:-:·.·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· . . .................. . 
. -:<:<<>>>>:/\:\UH\:\:\H??:::.;. . .. : : ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
....... ..... ············· ·· 
:.:-:·:·'."<·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:·:-:·:·: .. 
.... .. ................................................... .............. ·
.......................... . ..... 
....... ..... .... .... .. ..... . . . . . 
··::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::'.:'.::::::::::::::::;:·:·· 
·-:-:-:·:·:·:-:-:.:-:·:·:·:·:-:-:·:·:·:-:·:·:->:·>"•' 
. <·>:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:·:.:-:-:' ;.:-:-:.: -:-:-:-: . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'·'.·>:·:-:·:-: -:-:-:·:-:-:-' -:·:·:-:-:·· 
················ :-:-:-:-;.:-:·:·:·:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·· 
:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: -:-:·:-:-:-:-. 
· · ··· -······ . .. ..... ... . 
Waste and Our World Ponq~::~#j:Polli wogs./:>:-
./(;::: 300 minutes 
How Trees Help 
Moldy Lemon 
. . ... 
...... 
W.iii/Eats Whof!i?)(· 
/ f!4ndering A f#f#L:: .. :.::::::·::--· 
. . . . . . . .. : .. ·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:-;.· ... . . .... :::::::::::>':'.-" 
·· · ·· ..................... ,,'.'.'. 
........................................... 
Rollers, Rot~~~{ Everywhere 
Worm Garl/4g~/P.isposal 
Plantl·n ··_:·:-:G:"_"·ar:;::::  .. ·.b· ::a::::::;::e;::: __ : .:··:.:::.. .·:::::::::::::.::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::. g g ····::;::::::::::.::::::;:;:::::::;:;:::;:::;:::::::::  ..
-: .. . :-:-:-.. :-:-:-:-:-:·:-:-..... ·:-:-:-:-:-:.. <:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-: .. 
A Littel1Jfttiiiftiroils. 
· ................ g ...... · ... ·.· ... .... . 
·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· 
Garbage al#:§~/}j://H>::::: .. 
Biography of iii:ff#A~/i>f//)[\:::::: . 
•,',',',',','.' , '.'.'.'.',',',•,',",'.",".',' , ' ,". 
.·.·.· ... ·.·.-.-.· ... ·.·.-.·.-.·.·.-.-.·.·.·.· . 
................................................... 
Garbage ·:)))))\})}}\(\::: . 
.. ·.·.·.·.·.· ... ·.-........... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-... 
Garb~ge T~eff:<u::t:<<<un::::;u·::J[:·· r ·t·:·t;.:r··::::::.: ?:::::::: :-. 
Theres _Mp.re Than One R:::~n::::::::::::::-:::::::::::::;:::::::::. 
Garb.qg~::::- · <://(\}\)::{:\}·/:.: . 
· ·· ·· · ·· · 
. . . . . . . . . 
"-'.<·:.:. .. :-:-:-:·'.<· :-:-:-:-: : 
: : : : : : ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . 
·· · ······ · ··· · ··· · . . .. . 
. ·.:-:-:-:·:·:-:-:-:·:·:-:·:·:-:·:-·,' 
................. _ ....................... . 
. . . . .. . . ... .. .. . 
· ····' .' .. .. .. .... . 
·::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · 
, , .. ... ... . 
. . . ... . 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
4. Students might reach such a conclusion 
through a study of succession, population 
changes, evolution, etc. Succession is the 
gradual replacement of one type of community 
or ecosystem by another, involving a series of 
changes in the plant and animal life that may 
result in a climax community. Evolution is the 
process by which all existing organisms have 
developed from earlier forms through 
modification of characteristics in successive 
generations. 
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--
Grade Four 
Topics/Sub-topics/Outcomes 
c. Patterns - Students will e:xa.mine energy flow 
patterns through a study of food chains and food 
webs. Students will acknowledge that the sun is the 
ultimate source of all energy. 
1. describe the major matter cycles 
2. explore the energy flow patterns through food chains and 
food webs 
3. identify the sun as the source of all energy for the earth and 
be able to trace all energy in the food chain back to the 
source 
·.·.·. ···.··.· . . . 
. . ... 
. . 
....... 
. ·{:·:./:{ 
· .. ·.·.···· .·.·.·.• 
... ···.·.:.:· .. ·::::: 
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Teachers' Notes 
.. <:::=: .... ·· 
.::::::::·::.·· 
....•...... . ......• ·1!•l•••············································ 
. ..•• :·••······················· ·••••••· ·•::•• !.•••••••ii. :~·:; l ::!1•· ···::::···· ! ·:.-······· ····· ... 
·:;( ~\).::.~~.:~)/ • //::~::·.· 
. ·.·.· .. · 
··. ··.·. ·.·.· · ... ·.·.·.·.·.·.· .. 
.. ····:·i•11·•·····• 1;1·1 :1;:·•·•·: •• : •••• , ••••••......... ·. 
···:-:"· 
.•. :-· .. 
. . . . . 
. . 
... . . 
. · .. <::-··:.. :: .. ·._ :.:: :: 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
Suggested Units/ Activities from 
Authorized Resources 
Explorations Innovations 
Waterworld 
The Water Cycle 
Still Surviving 
Ponds and Polliwogs 
Who Eais Whom? 
Staying on Top 
. . : : : ~::::::::::.:::::. 
·.: ::[~ :;::~;~ ~: :~[::. ::;::::::; 
.... ·.· .. -:.· 
...... 
. ... 
. ......... . .. . 
. . .......... .... . 
. ·>>:<<< ·~<·:-:-:-:-:·. :-:-:-:-: 
.::::::::::::::: :-: : : : : : : : : : : : ~:::':::::::: 
... :::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::: 
·.·.::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
. ··.·····························:································· .......... , ............ . 
····::::::::::::::::::::'.:::::::::::::::::::::::· 
... ................... · ... ·.·.·.·.·.-. 
. .. ...... .. .... . . . 
··::·::;::::::::·::::::::::::-:::·· 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
":-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-· 
< . ii • . ... 
.. ... 
.. ·.·.·.·. 
. ................ . 
. .. . .. ···· ······ · .. . 
.. :.·-:-: .. -:.:-: :-:-:-:-:.:-:.:-:-:-· 
............... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.· 
·········:·:11!:;········· )\/\./:::::{:- ·. 
··:··············~··························••1•••················••!•······················ ... . 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
Grade Four 
Notes to Teachers/Other 
Resources/Suggested Time 
210 minutes 
-::::::::::: .. 
......... 
......... .. . ' ..... 
.......... ............. . 
l < .. The cycles)t;}:f~{$1µ$&i here are the water, 
::)}.)~/}~?tygen, ati~/~1¥.?#,::~r::fJes. 
::· i: :food c11Qi~~~~6~i~(ilrganisrns so ; . 
:
·:.::.·:.:::.:::.:::.: .. ::::.:~:.·:::.:~··.::.::·"::·· interreiated" that eacfLmemb.ef of .the OToup· :-y:::-· 
"·""" """··'""'"""""""""""""""" ~ ......... . 
""""""" f eedsj{ -: .. n the one below::J.f ancf ls.::m::turfr eaten 
}\}}/\:::-.... .. by th~ :anism above iFAIJJiJ:W~b is a 
·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ·.·.· ·.·.-.·J.~.·.· .. · ·.·.·.· .. ·.·. 
:.:::~~~~~;~)i:U/:nH::~if ?up of interrelated rooo ctiainS::in a particular 
<::~/t::.t::.i;:~.;f '.ajffi.munity . 
. : ::::~~~~~:~~~:~::~/:: :~~~~\::-;~;:·:::~>~. :: . 
.. 
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Grade Four 
Topics/Sub-topics/Outcomes Teachers' Notes 
V. The Structure of Matter 
a. Atoms - Students will further explore the nature of 
materials by exa.mining them with magnifying 
glasses and/or microscopes. They will inspect 
substances composed of large collections of ::~;~e:i:~g:~~~t~a::z:o;:~;;_ ~~~:~;the Ji:::!!· ;,·> 
observe and describe the behavior of large ?'.::::::::· 
~:::::::::::::::::. collections of pieces ( egs., sugar cubes, marbles) ::::::::::::::::::::-. 
;;:p~~::~~:::~~e~:~:i:: =·have new ·:·:;:1:::;i1:;::;!:::::: \:· < . 
1. ::o;aterials or substances witll a magnllyillg glass o~ r / ·: >r 11::::i ;:::::11:1: 
2. recognize that materials or substances are composajcif. :::i:t::!irJ •::\: :.·· .. :. :0: . 
collections of small particles · · · · · <:::/\/\()::\::\:\}/\: .. ·.. . .... 
3. observe and describe collections of particlj~ ;:::Y . :: •\ _[::11::::::11:::::::::1:·'\:/ . 
:::-:· 
.... 
4. recognize that collections of small p~¢~.¢s may ha\f.e .. 
different properties from the partic~#)hemselves :. :.;~:· · 
.. 
:····.: .. . ..... . 
. . . . 
. -::-:·. 
::::::::/)}\\: ... :·:·):. 
··::-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::·· 
:.: _. :. . ...· 
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Suggested Units/Activities from 
Authorized Resources 
Explorations Innovations 
Grade Four 
Notes to Teachers/Other 
Resources/Suggested Time 
It's A Small World (Grade 6) Micro Worlds (Grade 5) 420 minutes .:::::. 
.. ······ .. . . ' .......  . 
. :::::::::::::::::::::..· 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
:-:·:-:-:·:-:-:-:-:<·. 
I~:~ not approptj;aj~~f #l:~~mpt to teach atomic or 
-: :rnolecular st:rilcfui(f t():Glade 4 students. This sub-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
· · · · · ·· ·· .... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .... .. . .. ... .. .......... . ... ........ . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . 
···:·:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:-:·:-:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:···· 
.. : : : :: :: :  :: :: :  :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ~:::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::: .. 
:n:.u/:·::n:~:?-:~n~:#tl:ities in ththe suggesf:-:~;~rttfl'.:)pf :me 
::;:::>>>J~P~r~es iocus on e use o tec1u10 ogy 
::<:.:/}(fu~tryµ'W.g glasses, microscopes) to extend the 
.:::::<:n:~##f§(~~·g~t. Neither of the resources directly 
.... :.:: · · 8ddf~~~¢{f!.1~::~ncept of matter being composed of 
smaifpaf.tjsl~~i}(: :) :: ,', 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
............. ' .. . ... . 
........ - ........ .... . . 
......... ... .. . .... . . . 
. . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . 
........ ... .... . . . .. . . 
... .... · ·············· .. . 
. ··-:.:.:.:-·-:-:-:-:-:..·. ... . . ... ... .. ... . ....  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ······ ....... . . 
. ' ........ -· .. . . .. . 
. :: :;: :>():·))))/\ \.. Compu ter"·S(jft\Ware'.:such as Kid Pix (available from 
:·:/~/}\:>::{:)\(<~:/:·Jj{:~\~7 .. ? .. ) coukitx( hseci to illustrate that the whole 
. : . : :·: :·: :·:...... . . <:)U)\\)/\:l.:?9.fuprises many· .smai1er particles. 
. . . '. ; : : . .. :·:-:::'.::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::<:::::-:. ... . .':':' ·.· . 
, , 
... 
. ... .. .... ... .... . . .. ........ . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . .... . ... ...... ... ........ . . .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. ········ . .. ..... . ... .... .. . . 
.. . . . ···· ··· · · · ······· · . .... . 
· ::::>/.~/[(~#tjcles may have unique or different 
){:/>>characteristics (shape, color, etc.) than the 
characteristics of the collections . 
. ' . ...... . ..... . 
...... . .. 
·········· . .. .. ... .... . .. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. ........ . . . 
........ .. ... . . .. 
.. . . .. ... . 
. ········· . . . . . . 
........... ·.· ... ·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.... . ······ · ······ .. . .... . . ...... . . . . . . . 
·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::.· 
·::::.:::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
'"":':':':'::':':':':'::·::::::::::::-::::::::-:-. 
·::::::::::::::::::::::::'.:::::::::::>:::::::::.: 
. ' . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
........ .. . . . ..... . . . . . 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. ...... · · · ···· ··· · . ... ... . 
.. . .. .. .. ....... ··· ···· ··· .. .... .. ... . .... . . . ... 
. . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . - . . - . . . 
... . . . . ... ' .. ' . .. .. .. . 
. .. . . . . . .. . ... ... . 
... . .. . . ..... ········ -. 
. ... .. .... ··· · ·· ··· ··· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. ... . . .. . . ·· ·· · · ····' . . - ' ............... -·· .. 
. . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . ... . .......... . 
·· · -····· ····· ···· ·· ............. . ......... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . 
.... ... . ······ · .. ... .. . 
. ...... . ········ . . . . . . .    . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
..... · •• · . . ... . .. . .. 
·-:::::::.:::::::::::::::::.:.:::::::::.:::::::: ... 
. . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
... .... ... ..... .. .. .. 
···· · · · · · · . . . . ........ . . .. ....... .  ... .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . ........... . ... . . 
. ::::::::c:::():.::::-::··~::::.:· .. :·>:.u:::.;:\i.::<.<<:::: .. 
·::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .-.·.· ·.·.·.·.·.· 
.. ......... . . .. .. . . . .. 
...... . ... . ..... ' . .. .. . 
.. ..... .... ... ···· ·· 
.... . .. . . . ..... . . ..... .. 
. ..... ...... ..... . . . . . . . 
. . . .. .... . · • · .. . . 
. ........... . · -·· 
. ..... . ....... .. . 
. ...... ' ...... . 
·-:·:-:.:-:-:·:· .·>:-: .-:-:-:" 
. . : . : : : : : '.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: '.::: ~. :.: . 
. ... . .. ' . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
.... .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . 
. . .. ········ · ···· · . . .. 
.... .. .. . . .. . ...... .. . . 
. ..... · - · .. .... . 
. . . . . . . . . . ' . ' . . . . 
········ ' .... ..... . 
............... • ................. . 
<:~::::::::-:: ::'.:: :-: :::.:: ::: :> :-. 
.... ············· · ....... .. . ... . . 
. .... . ··· ····· ·· ·· ·· ·· ... . ...... . ... . 
: : : : ~ :; : ~:;::: ~: ~: ~:; :~: ~: ~ :~: ~: ~ :~:~: ~: ~: ~::: ~: ~ :~: ~: ~: ~:;:::::::: .. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .... ... ········ 
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. .. ' .. . ..... . ..... . 
... . .. . .... ······ - .. 
.. .. . . . . ... ·•··· .... ..... 
"'·>:-:-:-:-:-:·:-:-:-:-:-: .. 
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Grade Four 
Topics/Sub-topics/Outcomes 
VIII. The Earth and Its Atmosphere 
a. Properties of the Earth: Materials and 
Features - Students will do a further exami.nation 
of soils and understand the basic physical processes 
by which soils are formed. Students will relate the 
concepts of renewable and non-renewable resources 
to materials we use which come from the earth. 
Students will understand that many problems are 
caused by the unwise use of resources. Students will 
be introduced to geologic history by studying 
sedimentary rocks. 
1. observe and understand the basic processes by which soils 
are formed 
Teachers' Notes 
.... :·!lii:::·::·.: ?'···(!?' 
,•••••••:·:::-•.•... , .., ••.. , ...  , ... ,_ .. _.,:,,•••••····· ._.·.·.·.·.· .. , ...• ,, .. , ...::•••:!•·!i!!li!i:l/i !!::::1••••,•••::rn••., .... , .... 
: ;:~i;~::);t~~~<f :-iH~~:i:i:~:: ::> .· .. 
_,, .. :(·1::.::.:: .·.·, .... 
.. 
.. /::-· :: \::](/):\:::::. 
2. distinguish between the concepts of renewable and :#ori4-<;~i>~:~Ct:/:_\\;\[\\>··<:. 
renewable resources ·. · · ···:·:·{):_:):}~/:~/::::/\:: :-
3. identify problems ca~ by the unwise useof ;:s:urces ·· ·'' • •t ••·.::1:::• !!:; ... ;'.;·::> ••• 
. . ... 
4. discover how sedimentary rocks depi_¢.(ge0logic h~s.tofy 
:~~-;~_i:_: ~ ~-·: __ ";;{: ;::: .. 
. . . . :::. .... :;:):i~/~:_)~:::::::.. . . . . 
b. Eartl!:::g~~esses: C_rµ~~·:·a#:~ Interior{P\s~iil4enis . 
wi??;l?#::irnif.94.uced to··~~~~\:~4e#j~t the interi6r-:21 the 
earth/# /4.iff t{r~ ,it from· ih'.e.\oJ/,f$f4.e-... .. students will 
ac kn:JWi~4g:~~~:!.~~:::~_videnCJ:::te~rJ@iuzk~~, faults, etc. J 
which sujlpiJ~[i~(i,~~ ::~(l~a that"t~?:~-e~_rih::~-: crust moves. 
Student~. -W..~!f"~·#:iX#lrp4~c/!d to ih~·:ihree types of 
rocky qidl hOW'i~ ~~~~~\m-~~· 
. ' .. 
. :(2J \ examine the evidence~:silpporting the theory that the earth's 
:::·-:-.·.··.··.«crust moves 
.: .. :· .<?,. 
\( :\~//i~~~#tify:Jp.~)!i~ types of rocks and explain their formation 
:::\.::}:: /:::.:;( .. \((·:;))~:)) :/> .· . 
·-: 4 .:.:::::sfu~~\he:·:~·ain characteristics of each type of rock 
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Suggested Units/Activities from 
Authorized Resources 
Explorations 
Rock Solid 
Which Rock ls Which? 
Rock Painting 
Innovations 
Down Under 
The Soil Hunt 
Worm Watch 
Super Soil 
The Soil Makers 
Treasures in the Soil 
All Shook Up 
Let's Go Rocking (Grade 6) 
Layer Upon Layer 
The Prints of Time 
Grade Four 
Notes to Teachers/Other 
Resources/Suggested Time 
.-:::::::::::::-· 
210 minutes .. ::  : ~: ~: ~: ~: ~:::: .. 
1, The procesl~(~@~~ere include chemical 
... 
····· · 
.. :::::::::::>" 
:::::::::::::;::. ······ 
·:::\·i:i):_;):):::*F?Y~ and use of eMth resources. 
. ; :-:-: :<·":-.·:-:-:.:-:-:-:-: :-:-:-:·:-.... :-:- . 
... :.:.:.:.: _ _":::::··.·. ·4:~ :::::'.!yJ~:fuig~:t~nsider fossils found in 
· · ~§~\#~p as historical evidence . 
........ ........ ' ...... . 
·-:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::.··::::::::.::::·:::··· . 
. . : : : : : . : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~: : ;. . 
······ ................ . 
.  -::/):\HH?/HU:\i}\ Bill Nye: Th~:S~~~~& Guy video series 
){\}:i:/}.;(=}\:/(/:){:\\·. The Earil/~J;; ust 
••i' f :\ .: . . .... }··:f:•'::,:::;!;!:!!!j:i:!:iiii::i_ii : ··y .. . 
. . . . . . . . . . .. . 
.. . , ... .. . 
..... 
. ' . . 
.·.·:::::::::· 
.l!i!i!iil!!t::::!! _.:?/ 
-:-:-:·:-:-:-:·:-:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:-:-:-:·. 
.......... . .... .......... .. ·-:·:-:-:-:-:-:-::-:-:-:-;.:-:-:-:-:·:-:-:-:-:·:-:-
R k S l.d·.··::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::>... ····:::::_::: .. :::··.:_: ::·=:_:_·_::_1: .. ·: :_::::;.;.:_:-:- ..·-::·'·::·s:-::_::·::_G·.· .. · ·o:-·_.:Rockin (Grade 6) oc 0 1 ··:-.-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-::-:·:·:-. :.LA:;l: g 
·-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::... ·. :-:-:-:-::-:-:-:-:-: :-:-:-:-.-:. •· ::-:-.· 
Which Rocii~ji{Jiick?\)\:. . ·.·.;<:)\9..t.Qf.g4)!Jp~k 
How Hard Is f/JiiifdJ:i/?.<:>::. · ·:::qijf@:f.#fes 
,.,..1.. -*' Q . A A·. · :::.:::::::::::::-:}:~:::::::::::\::::::... F. ·,·~:~e::_·.·.·_:R:_:· .. · ..·(.JC::_·.:_:_:_ •. :_:t:::;:·. 
J ""' s ulte n .. · "r.ac.~iqn_::::::<:>?>:.. , , I(. 
All Lit Up .-:<<\i{}/\)/\/i[::::\[::·:~:::\.:::\)/\:.:.::--)j_\::::::::- Undif./Pressure 
Does It !Jiibble and Fizzt:::::/))}}:):}}:/}:; .... Layer Upon Layer 
Crysf.~{ciear ·:::- '.:'.:·::})~~ :<C/Y<~;(koc/cy Riddles 
Dq/!)fey Grow Up or Down?·:~::\?.:·/.:>< .. 
<;f:t?'ing A Better Crystal :• ·=· .. ·=··· 
.):~:~:~:~:~:;:~:~ ........ 
Elementary Science Curriculum Guide 
. .. 
. ... 
.·'"> 
300 minutes 
3. Igneous rocks are those which are formed by 
the solidification or crystalliz.ation of molten 
material. Sedimentary rocks are formed by the 
deposition of sediments. These sediments 
could include plant and animal remains as well 
as rock fragments. Metamorphic rocks are 
rocks which have been changed in structure by 
heat, moisture and pressure. Metamorphism 
affects both igneous and sedimentary rocks and 
so generally nearly every common rock has a 
metamorphic equivalent. 
Bill Nye: The Science Guy video series 
The Earth's Crust 
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Grade Four 
Topics/Sub-topics/Outcomes Teachers' Notes 
.. . : ·_·:' 
·-:-:-:-:-:-:··.:· ... • . ;.~-:<·"'.·> .: .. ·:·:-:-:· 
...... · . 
... 
...... 
....... 
. . 
c. Earth Processes: Surf ace - Students will 
investigate the processes which change the earth's 
surface - weathering, erosion, deposition, glaciation, 
mountain building, volcanism - and will understand 
that changes in the landscape generally occur over 
long periods of time. 
1. investigate how the earth's surface changes 
. . . . : : : :  ~:::: ~: ~ ~::: .. 
.::::•iil!!i::•·\·\:: ..• ;::== <:. ·.,: . ) 
· ::d:.: '.U[i:f :u:~:~i?: : :-.... 
2. demonstrate that changes in the landscape general! y occur 
over long periods of time 
d. Biological Processes - Students wilr~nderstan!}_:: ::;-: 
that fossils are the remains of pla'}t~: i:ihd animqls 
····:••.·•·······:·········:·-·············:••:············:•• ..•••••••.•.... • .. 
·::·::::-· . .. ... . .. . ... ... . 
. :.::):•::::/::<:::• ··\~~;;;:::::t::::: 
.. .. . ... 
. : :::: :· .;.: : ·:  : . ; ..•. : 
.·.· ... ···.·· .. · . 
. ·.·.. .·.-.·.·.. . 
·· ... ·.·.·· .. ; :~:; ~. . ...... . 
that lived long ago. They will r~qli#~;.that alk!lfe 
(including humans) on earth ~?~·;.ihe earthfqr food, ::--;:::·:;.: .. 
shelter, water, and nutrients. ;::$.tUdents will :_":.>:: .·.:·:·:·:·:-:· 
unders~q.nd that this us~(pf:the<earth chang~s.:flj~.\}{/> 
ear~Jt:4rid::,fl.at some ofif!:l!S.e}changes have::.be~i{so 
sev~i·J![:fiffitlhe cauSi/~iti~iib'rL . ·;.· ... 
"'.;.:.:>.;.;.;:;.,. :.::.;.;.; ... · ... ·.~ <:': ..... /:::;:::· ; .... •·><·:· 
·:::::.:::::::;::~::~~;\~)\::\:\:::"·:: :·. "<</>><<> <::~\; :~ ::· 
1. recogniz~~f ~iijf~9~ earth J~~theearilifor food, 
shelter, :#j~~~~~~~J- .. . \ ::/=·· 
3>:ddentify examples of chat,lgeS ·in the earth which cause 
.. /~)}.t species to become en~gered or extinct 
·-:::::::: ·~::-:' :. ... 
. . 
.. ... . 
/( :/4>\::~?.'plain what fo~.s~~.~ ·are and how they are farmed 
.·.-:-. _.· :-:-:-:-:. 
:-:-··:-: . .-:-:·. ··-:-· ·-:-:-.. : :.:-:·. :-:·.- ... .. .. ·.·.-'.<<·>' ,.·.• ))::·$}/)#izj.g :m®.¢1~f explore the ways f OS Si ls are f OWld and 
: :\\C:~X.cav:at:e<r · 
. ·-:-:-:-:-·. :-:-.. ·. ·.·. 
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Suggested Units/ Activities from 
Authorized Resources 
Explorations 
Rock Solid 
Jack Frost Comes To Call 
Innovations 
Down Under 
All Shook Up 
.... ····· . . . . . . . . . . 
.. ::::::::::::::::::::· 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
· ········· · ·· 
.::::::::::::::::::::::::::· 
.......................... 
... .. ...... 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.· 
• 
Grade Four 
Notes to Teachers/Other 
Resources/Suggested Time 
210 minutes 
.... 
. . ..... . ..... 
...... ... . 
... ... ... . 
1:<::- A numbef.::9!:~f.~~f p~ocesses (weathering, 
.:::(\·::(}~r,osion, ~~~#:§#V~I~ation, mountain 
.::::rnu::::::::::::::::building, v~~~~ff:tMg:~p.man changes) sh~1*· 
the Surface":o"".f>th· "'e··"::l·an""""d· :::::::::<:>:::::.:... · · · · · 
....... .:'.:-.·· .... :: .. .; ........... ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::- . . .... . 
........ . ..... . .. .... . 
....... . .... · ·· · · · ·· · ··· 
. ·:-:-:-: <· :.:. : <<· >> :.:-:.:.;-:-:-:-:-: ·>> .. 
·.;.:-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
:-:::<<<. 2. Mostth~ges in the j~~:h&~ur::over long 
\}:{):\::::... p#i&is of time but so~g(~g}:fuiAffilijbf1anges) 
·::~i\:·c·:.::· ::y.-:·: ·:u~ occur over much short~f ~ri&h . 
... . .. · ·· ··········· .. . ................ ... . 
·· ·········· ······ ······ .. - . -·· ' ....... ....... . 
. . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
........... . 
. . - ' . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . .... ... .... .. ..... .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .<::}/::~µf:Nr#.:.!Th~. Science Guy video series 
. . . . . ..... ...... ···:<tt@rea.rili~:s~ :Crust 
·:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ... 
. . . .. . .. .. ....... .. ..... . 
····· · · - . . ... . .. ········ 
.. ...... ········ · ········ . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. ........ . ············· · · ....... .. ......... ···· · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"::::::::::::::::: ~ ::::-::;:::::-:::::::-::: : ::::: .... 
·:·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::· 
·:-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-... -.·.·.·.· ........... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . ................. ...... 
·-:·:·:·:-··:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:<·:·:·:·>:·:··· 
:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.: . 
......................................... ·.·.·.· ........ . 
. ·.· ........... _ ...................................... .. 
..... .. . .. . .. .. . 
..... .. .... ..... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
">> ~·· >:<-: :-:.:-:-
····· ..... ....... . ............... . 
.... . .... .. .. ········· · ·· ······· ' . .. . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . 
. ... ...... .. ... . ....... . . ...... . 
...... ·· ··· · ··· ·· . ......... . . ..... .. . . .. ... . .... . . . 
..... . ·· · ········· ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   . 
. .......... ... .... ... . . .. . 
.. ..... ..... .. .. ...... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .................. . .. 
. . ' ... .. ............. . 
. . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"'-'.·:-:-:-:-:-: <·"< :-:-:-:-:-:-:" 
,',',",',''. ' . ',',',', ' ,','.',' 
Rock Solid 
Fossil Find 
Let$\:·o~f Rocking:{Qtade 6) ... :-:·:::::::}> 
.-::)\::: :::::f he Prints of:[~o/#:~"}j\:::.-: ::;:::\::::::)>:::. 
210 minutes 
4. There is a common misconception that fossils 
are the actual remains of plants and animals. 
Fossils are preserved through natural prints or 
molds or through petrification, a process 
whereby the original material is replaced by 
mineral or rocks . ..... ' ............ . ·.:::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::?:::: : .. 
. . . .. .. ............. . 
">:-:·:·:-:-:-:·:·:·:·>:·:-:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:·.·.· . 
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5. Plaster of Paris or modelling clay can be used 
to make model fossils of common objects such 
as chicken bones, shells, leaves . 
Bill Nye: The Science Guy video series 
Rocks and Soil 
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Grade Four 
Topics/Sub-topics/Outcomes 
XII. Light and Sound 
b. Sound - Students will relate the pitch of a sound to 
the frequency of the vibrating source of the sound. 
They will know that loudness is related to the 
amplitude of vibration. Students will learn that 
sound energy is transmitted through a medium by 
waves. 
1. observe and demonstrate that sounds are produced by 
vibrations 
2. relate the pitch of a sound to the frequency of the vibrating 
source of the sound 
Teachers' Notes 
.· ·.·.. ..· 
3. understand that the loudness of a sound is related to the .· •. ' < :.,·,: i ·:.:: ·. 
4. ::~:do::b::: energy is transmitted fur9u; ··: .:. ::!l:iif !! . 1:1::;::: !i; :: : ; , . , > .. ·., .. • '• . '• . 
medium by waves .. : · · :;:::;:-
.. 
5. inf er that sound travels in all directio~:;f ro~ its source 
......... ·.· .. 
. . . . . : '.::::::::::: -~:::::. ~ 
6. explain the basic anatomy of the eaj-f<i//:····.· 
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Grade Four 
Suggested Units/Activities from 
Authorized Resources 
Notes to Teachers/Other 
Resources/Suggested Time 
Explorations 
Sound Effects 
Mystery Sounds 
Crazy Kazoos 
Dancing Salt 
Hidden Sound 
Musical Bike 
Panpipes 
Water Trombone 
Drums 
Stringing Along 
Yogurt Record Player 
Megaphones and Ear Trumpets 
Innovations 
Super Sonics (Grade 5) 
Sound Sources 
Watching Radio 
Squeakers and Squawkers 
Travelling Sound 
For ks Full of Sound 
Sound Stoppers 
Hear Here! 
Noise Annoys 
Sound Effects 
Sonic Spectacular 
630 minutes 
....... 
. ·>>:<·>>>>>>. . .. ... . 
Sound is also addi&s&rufihe Grade 3 program. 
. .:/P$.::~veragg~$l:£m~;qf the same concepts to 
:; gfe]fur depth. . . ! } .... 
..•• •::············· ~~~:~~~==:h'1111;~~jhi" 
·~:·::;::::~::::::::::::Musicalinstruments could be::useif :for.:::::.;·:::::···· 
. ::.·.;: ~ftl~hstration and experimenuificih! .:·•·•·.·· 
... :.<>t[h~)>ublic::Health nurse or the Audiologist might 
.·· -:::\< ~)~)~~~~::t4.:P!ovide some information or 
... · oth~~::~~~(~~ this topic. 
· - - .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·,' - - .. 
....... .. ... ·::_.:::;:; . .:::::::::::·::::.:::::->.:::::::: .. 
.......... . ... . 
. ...... . .... . .. . 
.. ·.•,•,•.·.·.-.·.· .·.·. ········· ' ... 
. :: ::.:.·~/)~:~i~i~~;~;~;::i~~~:/~[):/:: .. 4. Teach~~~:~A~4j<lriot attempt a detailed 
.... ::.: · : : ··::::::·::::::::::::;::::::;::: >>::::::: ::.::::.. treatment :of waves Pitch is the characteristic 
/( .):'.<· :: ...... : ::::;~:: ::;):'.::·:Hi~~/\/~/\::::9.f soung::th~t depe~ds on the frequency of 
. }:.:· · · · . ": · · : .)~~\/~\.\::./v1p~ti~ri. High-pitched sounds have higher 
.-: ,:::{\{:}g~uencies than low-pitched sounds. 
'}}:\:{Frequency is the number of times that a .· -:.:-: . 
··:<-' vibration occues in a given unit of time (usually 
: : · · a second when referring to the frequency of a 
. -::::;:::::::::::::::::::.: ... ::::·::::. 
sound). Volume refers to the loudness of a 
sound and depends on the amplitude of the 
sound wave. The amplitude is the distance 
between the position of rest and the greatest 
displacement of a wave. 
,.; :::.:~:~:~:::~:~:::~:::~:::~:::~;~:~:~:~:~:~:: 
. -:-:······ :-:-:-:.:.· : 
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5. A simple two-dimensional analogy which 
might help students understand is that of a rock 
dropped in the middle of a quiet pool of water 
so that the waves travel out in all directions 
from the middle, which would be comparable 
to the source of a sound. 
Safey Note: Teachers should be watchful that 
students do not engage in horseplay and make loud 
noises next to another persons ear. 
Bill Nye: The Science Guy video series 
Sound 
Four- 17 
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Appendix A 
Field Experiences 
Suggestions for Planning/Conducting 
(Jacobson & Bergman, 1987, pp. 42-43) 
Appendices 
4. Brief the group for the field experience. 
a. Suggest appropriate dress. 
b. Discuss responsibilities for science 
equipment, first-aid kits, maps, cameras, 
tape recorders, and notelx?9~:-that may be 
taken on the field trip .. /~~{}:::·· 
c. Pre.~nt an ov~~}?jq~j€~f the field 
1. Have the children think through the purposes of ~ilP:~nce ~m$.~~fil#P~JJpd charts. 
the field experience. d. .{f.>isc\iss behav:ibral?miifsaf ety standards ::::::::: 
a. What kinds of information will be :(bquired. Spn@drl~fiffififuito conservatibh 
Obt
".ll;ned?. .//~~/aspects of.:ffie:}:::tn. m··::::a:/<:\t{£}~:~£i>::.. ..-:::::::::: ::-· ~ ./))\ .-:::)\.· · . P . YJW~9)EJ!~~~ · 
~: :~:==(~e~~oi:~=:~~~; ~~~? , 1 111:~ further clfili~l~~s of 
d. Will the field experience benefit others as 5 · ~aj(e:::tq~llt.1¢.19.l~ ~perience as profitable as 
. .;::::::::::::-· ·b1 ··-::~::::::::::Mf lff ::::·.·. h · 1ctr 
well as us? A community-service project, ~ss~e~ d{ / :j~ Jk en. 
such as a conservation project, can be an .. -:-:::: :::::::::-:-:-~:::.. P e::~µ ..... : ... -~:: ..... ~ep the purposes of the 
important field experience. : field expCHerit£.'ifrfu· d I th" th 
.( · · ·. · fuay "see wh6@~iiliey ~a~e ~nly1~C:~ed ey 
. • . . .. ::::::/}>:::-:-···. ·.;~?Hl%UJ~~\:<~>>·<::::. . ,, .-:<)> :;. 
2. Reconnoiter the site before the visit. .:::::::(:>.. ..>>: .. ·-::::::::::::::::P:¢f.9t:~h::::::::::::):\? . 
a. What observations should be stresseddl?::-· .-:::/~i/:: b~-::::\J~ri4.~1##.f~{fchildren to make observations 
b. Where should the group make st9p§~• .. ? m~tmiy not have been anticipated m the 
c. What precautions need to be taken?:t: :://::?· .::Pf.evious discussion. At times "freelance 
d. How should the resource peqpl~hbbriefe4. ( / browsing" can be quite fruitful. 
so that the children will .gaitj\\jJje maximu.ttfl~H1\:::.. ..-: -::::<&~>::· Make certain that all members of the group 
ben~Akf.!om the expe,r~f]®.?U/ .)\\\H\\\\\:\\\[\\:::\\\\\\\\\j~j~j\\\[\jj\j\\\~}:::-· hear explanations and discussions. At / J , .' .·: !. . ? times it may be necessary to interpret the 
3. OrgarQ~§j§¥~ffiHY for tii~f t1~J4.'.::~~mr~:~nce. · ... .;.·.;.· ... · · · remarks of experts and relate them to the 
a. Clear(])ffiffillihs. with ti}g:r::::R:::::::::l H\\:::::-. children's previous experiences. 
¥ .;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;:Jr.;:;.;.;.:·:·:·:-:·:·:·. ~·.·.·®·.·.·:-:-:·:-:·:·:·:<·> . . adminl~fi'.IQTh\ '~B~t schodll~\~ffi§~ave d. ChCC:k that th_e planned information, 
stand~4J?:9#¢!~$.\t~g?.fging fie14\i/\H!()~:::::-· specimens, pictures, recordings, and notes 
ex ... :.rierlE@>::TheS(%Shotdd be acill&~ed to. have been obtained . 
. W.:.· ·.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:.:·:·:-:·:-:·:-:·:·:·;.;.;.;.. 
b. .J?:ptfiln parental perffijii9P.t::J:~arents have a 
.. ::::::\\\lri.gbt to know wheii::ili¢iFB.b.Hdren leave 
.. )/\\\:\\?::- school, and it is us~~hy:::\~i~ to obtain 
./\:\:::\\\\\\[{ written pennissiog~\ph simple duplicated 
/\\\l::jl\l\:\\:j:::::~:. forms. ..:::::::~::::~:::: 
fil  t~ange fo~. ffi@Slx>rtation. Many school 
>><>:<:>>>::~Y§l~ffi§J~~:~Y~:: school buses or other modes 
·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::o:::::f)~~::s;::AAHau·on that b d., · ·::::<:>:nn:~:/:\-::;:):~f&J-:-:~:~ · can e use 1or trips. 
·-:::<d]\{\\\\\Jhvit(fhiher adults, such as parents and 
other teachers, to accompany the class on 
the trip. 
e. Make advance arrangements for visits to 
the park, museum, factory, or fann. 
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6. Back in the classroom it is important to help 
children derive meaning from their field 
experience. Have them do the following: 
a. Analyze the data collected. 
b. Discuss the meaning and implications of 
various observations. 
c. Evaluate the field experience and discuss 
how future experiences can be made more 
effective. 
d. Write thank-you letters, when appropriate. 
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Appendix B 
Project Ideas/Suggestions 
.·:-:-:-:· . 
. ·.·.·.·.·.· ... 
. . ;: : :~ :~ :~:~: ~: ::: .. 
Projects have two main purposes - to extend or ./\\::.. ..::::fltl?::::·· 
:-:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-. .-::::::::::::-·· enrich a topic covered in the curriculum, and to .;.;.;.;.;.:-:-:·:-:·:.. . ............ . 
branch out into an area related to but not covered as .. >>. :/\:.:: .•·······:.•:: •. :.•.:.l.:: . :l.• .. :::.:.•:::~•.:·· ..'.::l:.•.:.•• .:·.:• ..:::i . .. :l.:.: ••.. :·•.:·•.:.~.:/ .•. :•. :~ ..::~.::·~.::.:.·.~.:: .. •• .. :·.•:: .. : •:: .. ~.:···.:· .... ·::· ..: . :·.··.:··:·:·· .. :·:· ... :·:.:: : .. 
a topic in the core curriculum. They provide an A • ·• 
.::::::::::::::-· 
opportunity for students to show their interests and .(\}? 
abilities, and for parents to become involved in their .ill~\j:ltll\~;· 
hild' 1 . ·:-:-:.:-:-:-:·:-: C s eanung :::::::::::::::::;:: .. . ::::::::::::::::::::::::.; ... 
Primary students should not be expected to 
~~~!~. inPr~=:~~t~:~::1U:::~~! ~~::le and .L · 
............ 
. . :: : : ::::~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~: ~::: : . 
competitive science fairs. .·•·•••·••••· .. ••································································•••.••••······· . ··•••••••••••·•••••·••·•······· The allthon.zed resources Ex·nlorati·ons i·n .. ::::::::::::::-··· .:::::::::·::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. · 
' 'Y f I ,.):\:::::.' ,)(/ ":::/:}}}:{:}::>>::>::::;:;:::)j}/" 
Science and Innovations in Science, provide .ffi.~y .;:;:::::-· "::::::ff\(f(t}ff\\):::::: .. 
suggestions for student projects and there ii!~ a j ? .............  t/:t::t\}:t::::::::·· 
number of other resources which provi<J.~ ~AA?s. .). / ? 
Some of these are included in the pr~pg:::::: -:::::H:::t?:- .:/!Cf. 
Resources section. Following is a ~ljg~!f'Iist of .):::ljlllllllll\ll::.. .-::::::)\l::\??. 
sources of id~?-$. for science pr9j&.~s\\~d acti viti~~~\\Hl:\l\t(\l\\\\~)j}\\[\\l[\\jt:>:·· 
1. Therej~!\ ~lgps of ~:~llf q~~~~~~ by J olu{:\l~l~\l\l\l\llll\:\\\lllll\:\\\~\\fY>: .. 
Wile(/entiu&fEarth Scieiicif/B'iolo. J "<<·:-::.:: .... · 
( P hy;ii,i~) ~(Cbiml$y-y) for Ei~l,/f(i~{J 01 
E E .... :\::~i\t<)fiil::That R ·1t<~ :}::::£):/::}::: ... 
asy xperun:K-:.;.;.;.:.)~.;.{:-:-;·:-: ::.. ea y .. ·::-J?:f:.)\~/}:-
reference ~~l?f: ::~:\:\::::::::tl\lt\\j\l:t[\::::::::::.. ·::::::j)[::l\]\\\::t:]::t:\[t:::i:::::::::·· 
2. The rofe ·"l6naFffia:"·>azme?for teachers:" 
s · p · ~ch·1d e blifilidb NsTA< ctel)Q~:::·a i reltPP. .... :-.. '. ........... :~: ..... ::: .... Y see 
ref¢fefice section), pro~i~~i:ffi4#}/1deas for 
adti~ities and projects )):\(\}}}::::::: .. 
3 . J ~Ppendix A of Scien::~for Life by Gough and 
./lH\\l\Gnffiths (see refereQ.®.}Section) contains 
/\:l\\[\\\\\[\ij~~riptions of a ~µ#.iber of life science 
~::::::~::::::::::e~9.J~J~ .. · ........... :-::::::<:::~::::::::::>< .. 
4F~t\Sr>~:<·iite:t)\&f:;.;.\iblished b Scholastic Canada •1Jli~¢~~d(e CommuJcation Project, 1991 
. "'·:·:-:-:-:-:·:·:~.; ..... 
contams hundreds of ideas for projects and 
activities. 
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Appendix C 14. Use of cutting devices, knives, scissors, 
chisels, etc. can be dangerous. Children need 
to be shown the correct techniques for their use 
Safety in Elementary Science and should not be allowed to discover these. 
15. Throwing projectiles or dropp.~p~~:th.ings need 
The following guidelines are based on those to be done at caref~J~Y. chosg#;ffid monitored 
provided by Gilbert and Matthews in A Guide to places . . ·: ::/!l!:!:jl!:!:!:!j!\~~:\.::::)~~l:~~}::::-· 
Primary Science Policy, 1984. 16. Even .. wlth househot(fehemicals e . Afka 
Se1tiEf ifil51ets viii& I ~ili~= tiar; i; needed andt 
1. Liquids or objects (egs. peas or marbles) spilt rd!~e can c~usefh~mi¢1ltd moot out < '? 
Or ,.1-opped onto the floor may causer.alls. Ps:a<ie:::::·t o les>m<>:·a/::: · be c·-::o::<n<>ta·:(e>@i{£:>u. all· ·::::+~::::::-· w1 li :::::AL y g gg .-:::::::::::. y . ~~:::::::JF:~·fr>>>:~:::::::)Y:·· 
2. Objects placed in unaccustomed places dwing tbese::-.are nofessential but using]herifwotild be 
experiments may cause falls, or breakage of Jllw~x::9r :~n~ouraging good h~bit§~i!rdil;ter 
equipment. study)i~n~: ;~m~. 
3. Children should not run about especially when 17. ~~t):fHiil:ifftfiln~~. eg. lighted candles, children 
carrying equipment which might shatter (eg. -::$H6uld ii<{w~$~::!pg~t long hair, ties and 
glass). . ..... .;.:-:-other bits ofclrlffiirigaiot coming near the 
4. Glass should always be handled carefully and . .;.;:::::/iii~::::lJllllllll!Jlll~mn~. Candl~~ ::;pµj~>be firmly fixed in stable 
when possible plastic should be used in its .-:::::/:::i:t:}\Y~H::UiHh.dideb~.. ·:::\!:J>;.· 
place. Some objects, eg. glass mirrors, sho~J4,ij}>:::-·. 1 ~;~)r~tQP!¢l~ Y.m~!~j\:§hould not be used by 
have their edges taped to avoid sharp cuttj6,g::-· .-:/:!li/:· chil4.f ~~ilil:Wfi~::n·ames of alcohol burners are not 
edges. .· ... ::::::::i::r· .:::::::::::::::· easiiy[[gJefFfu:id pose a potential hazard. 
5. Care should be taken when holdingJ;?:~Jl:ts .:://!?:> 19. PupH~::·should not look directly at the sun even 
close to the eye. ../:::r:::~::~::::::::::::: ::/HU/. th!§ilgb dark glass or plastic. Atmospheric 
6. The ways in which germs can ~jf(fuisferred /:::UH:U:.. ..:::::¢.Prtditions sometimes allow a clean view of the 
are many .. w.td the chances Qf~jl;bis:l~ould be /i!:::::::i::::/:l~:iii}U:/t{/:/:::~Wi' s disc with the naked eye. Even then, this 
reduc~J~~y!i&.J~anliness Qf \~~)¢.$Land \!::::::::::U!!Ul!l:!:lll!il!i\![~}/::>· should only be viewed for a very short time. 
ui ·ffi@iUlH~ds shoti1a::bb.\~~hM before ·-::::::::::::::::::::::::>>.. 20. Pu ils should not look at ve bright lights e . :1uc~ri ffi'ffi '' ~it\=be ut hjfd'Ilffiffi 'fuh. a ~o 'ector beam. ry ' g g ·-::::::::::::::::P ::::::::::R :::::::::::-. P .. ·:::::::::::::::::::::::A?::::::::::::::::::.. P ~ 
Some things)fi~Y)i¢.¢4Jo be dism.f ¢¢t¢9[{{\\:;. 21. Hot water should not be put into thick glass 
7. Children sh~Y,J.4.:n9~:~m&~::P.eavy ib~4,~~~!¥,g?::-· containers since they may crack due to uneven 
buckets W.}?~tetf \~[~[j:i:::::i:i:i:::;:::::::l:H!i!l!il\::::::.. ··:::::::::::::::::-· expansion setting up strains in the glass. 
8. Som~:::#.Hiiials cause::;a)J~f&~I+.::;::::::::::::::.. 22. Thermometers should be used carefully 
9. T~§:@fg of things shoul~l!i#§~::m::;~ttowed except because the bulb is very thin. If a mercury 
.. Wider strict supervision~lll[l(·.;::::::r::::r::-· thermometer breaks, the mercury should be 
lQ/!:~ildren should knowj#.it sOme plants are carefully gathered up (not by the fingers) and 
./!::::::::P:Pisonous and they s.hgttld be aware of what disposed of safely. 
/[:::::~~:::~::m.~~ are. .-:::::::::::::>::- 23. Liquids which produce flammable vapors ( egs. 
:j[:!:8::~~Jfft~~~F.U~bingJ?,~:~e5 should be discouraged. methylated spirits, alcohol, gas) should not be 
tg:{:];;g~~\\pqy$~cal"exertion may not be wise for used by children. 
':'.:(USffine!iSfiitdten. 24. Some lues can be hazardous both from the 
··.:-:::: ::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::·:"' g 
13. Plastic.bags cause suffocation and are potential flammability and inhaling point of view. 
hazards. 
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